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Events play a crucial role in driving regional and 
international tourism to the emirate, significantly 
contributing to the Dubai Tourism Vision 2020 – 
the initiative spearheaded by His Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid AI Maktoum, Vice-President 
and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, 
which aims to attract 20 million annual visitors 
to Dubai by 2020. We are well on our way towards 
achieving our 2020 target - in 2015, 14.2 million 
overnight tourists visited the city, a 7.5 % increase in 
comparison to the previous year. 

Dubai continues to innovate, excite and inspire 
through our diverse calendar of events. We have 
experienced tremendous growth in both our business 
and leisure event portfolios over the past 12 months, 
with close to 1,000 events being hosted across the 
city. Building on the strong foundations established by 
our festivals and events cornerstones - such as Dubai 
Shopping Festival, which has helped Dubai establish 
itself as one of the world’s leading retail capitals 
over the past 21 years, Dubai World Cup, which 
features the world’s richest horse race, and Gulf 
Food, the world’s largest annual food and hospitality 
show - we have seen more than 10 new events 
conceptualised and introduced to the calendar. 
Highlights from the new entries include: 

•  The inaugural Dubai Comedy Festival, a 10-day 
festival with 33 shows featuring local, regional  
and international comedians, including Dave 
Chappelle and Trevor Noah, who drew in over 
30,000 attendees. 

•  XYoga Dubai, a new annual festival featuring 
a weekend of classes and activities, launched 
in February 2016, hosted at a dedicated venue 
adjacent to the Burj Khalifa. The event attracted 
more than 20,000 local, regional and international 
yogis, including world-renowned yogi Suneel Singh 
and internationally recognised Bollywood actress 
Shilpa Shetty who led a free-to-attend session for 
close to 10,000 people. 

•  October 2015 saw the launch of Dubai Design Week, 
organised by The Art Dubai Group in partnership 
with Dubai Design District. The event not only 
encourages the growth of the city’s design industry 
but further establishes Dubai as the region’s design 
capital by providing a global meeting point for the 
international design community.

•  The Global Women’s Forum Dubai was the first 
international Women’s Forum meeting in the MENA 
region and explored the theme “Let’s Innovate”. 

Letter of Support 
from HE Helal Saeed Almarri

High-profile speakers such as Queen Rania of 
Jordan, Chilean president Michelle Bachelet, 
Mauritian president Ameenah Gurib-Fakim and 
Christine Lagarde, Head of the International 
Monetary Fund, were joined by an estimated 1,000 
delegates to discuss workable strategies and to 
establish lasting networks, to empower women 
across generations and geographies.

Dubai government continues to play a significant 
role in facilitating the growth and development of the 
events industry. Regular updates and innovations 
on the e-Permit and e-Ticketing systems have 
facilitated streamlined registration, organisation and 
ticketing processes while the Visit Dubai and Dubai 
Calendar websites and social media channels have 
played a key role in vigorously promoting the city’s 
festivals and events, increasing Dubai’s visibility as  
a world-class events destination. 

These innovations will be further amplified 
throughout H2 2016, as we finalise an updated 
version of the dedicated Dubai Calendar app. The 
app will provide a ‘one stop shop’ for residents 
and tourists with a full listing of events as well as 
a box office to purchase tickets, enabling them 
to share details via social media to their friends 
and followers. 2016 also saw us reach an editorial 
milestone, namely the 50th edition of our free 
monthly event guide. Highlighting the top events 
hosted throughout the emirate, the magazine 
features curated articles, special interviews and 
insights into what can be expected each month. 

Of course, none of this would be possible without  
the continued support and dedication of our 
esteemed partners in both the private and public 
sectors, who continue to live and breathe the 
values of Dubai’s Tourism Vision 2020 and work 
tirelessly to ensure each and every event hosted 
in Dubai is in line with our focus on excellence. I 
would like to thank each individual involved in the 
conceptualisation, planning, creation, hosting and 
logistics of these festivals and events. 

Our event offering continues to grow with ground-
breaking developments expected in for the latter 
part of the year and into 2017, including the unveiling 
of a new dimension to Dubai’s tourism offering – 
from the much anticipated opening of Dubai Opera 
to “La Perle by Dragone”, Dubai’s first permanent 
resident theatrical show being developed by Franco 
Dragone. A number of theme parks will also be 
launched including IMG Worlds of Adventure 
and three theme parks opening as part of Dubai 
Parks and Resorts. With all this and more running 
alongside a consistently varied calendar of events to 
appeal to the ever growing diverse demographic of 
residents and visitors travelling to Dubai, we expect 
to continue to grow our event and entertainment 
offering for all. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to showcase  
our remarkable city to you. I hope this small 
snapshot of our activity in the past year offers  
a glimpse of the ambition, spirit and passion  
that our emirate embodies. 

HE Helal Saeed Almarri  
Director General, 
Department of Tourism and Commerce Marketing

Chief Executive Officer,  
Dubai World Trade Centre

Letter of Support

Marhaba from Dubai. It is with great pleasure that  
I endorse the entry for the city of Dubai for the 2016 
International Festivals and Events Association 
World Festival and Event City Award on behalf of 
the Government of Dubai. It has been a great honor 
to have been recognised as a World Festival and 
Event City in 2012, 2014 and 2015. Dubai’s dynamic 
“always on” calendar of events has long established 
a vibrancy across the city enjoyed by residents and 
visitors alike. 
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Dubai – a city where anything is possible. Vibrant, exciting and ever evolving, it is a truly unique destination 
that blends modernity and innovation with a rich heritage and warm culture. It is a city where ambition is 
anchored by a clear-cut vision, one that showcases the potential of the Middle East like no other. 

Located in the heart of the Middle East, Dubai  
is the second largest of the seven emirates that 
make up the United Arab Emirates (UAE), a country 
that will celebrate its 45th National Day on 2nd 
December 2016. 

The story of Dubai’s development has been 
remarkable: over the past 50 years it has 
dramatically transformed from a port city into a 
cosmopolitan and commercial megapolis. Since  
the Al Maktoum dynasty first settled in the area that 
is now Dubai Creek circa 1800, Dubai has carved a 
path that has drawn international talent, fostered 
global ambitions and inspired diverse cultures to 
come together. 

One of the world’s most exhilarating destinations, it is 
a glittering city that offers swathes of golden beaches 
and world-class shopping, dining and nightlife. In 
addition to its entertainment and accommodation 
sectors, that have set the benchmark for the region, 
Dubai hosts world-class events throughout the year 
with a diverse and dynamic line-up that encompasses 

arts and culture, sports, gastronomy, literature, 
fashion, history and heritage, music and technology 
as well as multiple trade and industry events. 

Dubai has plenty to offer its visitors and residents 
all year round: thanks to its strategic location 
between east and west, and the requirement to 
entertain a population drawn from more than 200 
nationalities coupled with its superior infrastructure 
and amenities, the city has become the events capital 
of the Middle East, North Africa and Southeast Asia 
region. Home to more than 2.5 million residents, it is 
a city that marries the old traditions and cultures of 
the region with a modernity and quest for innovation 
and excellence like no other, resulting in year on year 
growth and continuous new developments, activities 
and experiences. 

In 2015 alone, more than 14.2 million overnight 
tourists visited Dubai, representing a 7.5% increase 
over 2014 (which is double the United Nations World 
Travel Organisation’s projected 3-4% global travel 
growth for the same period). The city was once 

Welcome to Dubai

again included in MasterCard’s list of the most 
visited cities in the world, and Dubai International 
Airport was recognised as the world’s busiest 
airport surpassing London Heathrow for the 
second consecutive year with more than 78 million 
passengers passing through its terminals in 2015. 

Dubai hosted more than 2,000 events in the last 12 
months and the combination of leisure and business 
events held was testament to the multi-faceted 
nature of the city. Over 950 leisure events were held 
in 2015 and these included annual mainstays such as 
Dubai Shopping Festival and Dubai International Jazz 
Festival; sporting events including Dubai World Cup 
and Emirates Airline Dubai Rugby Sevens; in addition 
to new citywide events like Dubai Comedy Festival 
and Dubai Design Week. 

Dubai’s reputation as a global city with traditional 
roots and modern infrastructure, has helped stage 
more than 1,000 successful business events over the 
last 12 months, such as Arabian Travel Market, GITEX 
Shopper, Dubai Air Show, Dubai International Boat 
Show, Global Women’s Forum Dubai and International 
Dragon Award in the city. The concerted efforts by 
Dubai Business Events in attracting international 
events to the city have led to sustainable year on year 
growth. 

The launch of new developments over the past 12 
months has also benefited the events scene by adding 
dynamic new venues, including Dubai Opera, which 
will open its doors to the world on 31 August, 2016 
with a much anticipated concert featuring Plácido 
Domingo. This iconic purpose built dhow-shaped 
performing arts centre in the middle of Downtown 

Dubai can transform into three modes; from a 
theatre into a concert hall, and into a ‘flat floor’ 
mode, ideal as an event or banquet hall. With seating 
for up to 2,000 people, Dubai Opera will host a wide 
variety of performances and events including theatre 
productions, operas, ballets, orchestras, concerts, 
fashion shows, live entertainment, conferences, 
galleries and art exhibitions.

The launch of the first phase of Al Habtoor City, a 
new multi-use development created by Al Habtoor 
Group, will feature three top-rated hotels in one plot 
- The St. Regis, The Westin and W Hotel, all managed 
by Starwood Hotels and Resorts Worldwide. It will 
feature three luxury residential towers with 360 
degree panoramic views of the Dubai skyline, adding 
to the portfolio of luxury properties and spaces. 
Al Habtoor City will also be home to an exclusive 
permanent Dragone water-themed theatrical 
production in a state-of-the-art purpose-made 
theatre, with a 35 metre-high vaulted ceiling.

In the second half of 2016, Dubai will see a number 
of new theme parks open as part of IMG Worlds 
of Adventure and Dubai Parks and Resorts - 
these include motiongate, Bollywood Parks and 
LEGOLAND, providing purpose designed venues and 
themed theatre spaces for a plethora of bespoke 
events and experiences. 

In tandem with the new developments, established 
event spaces continue to evolve and add to the 
city’s events credentials. The opening of City Walk 
2 - an extension of City Walk - further complements 
Dubai’s retail and residential offering, with a unique 
architectural design and ambience that will offer 

Introduction
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an alternative venue for small and mid-sized community 
events. Home-grown spaces such as The Courtyard and The 
Playhouse, both located in the vibrant neighbourhood of Al 
Quoz, a thriving community of art galleries and event spaces, 
continue to grow, as well as venues such as Stereo Arcade and 
Frankies that have fast become staple locations on the events 
and entertainment circuit.

Currently, the emirate hosts more than 750 venues with 
dedicated event spaces and more than 100,000 hotel rooms 
ranging from the unrivalled luxury of the Burj Al Arab, to  
five-star hotel accommodation as part of international hotel 
groups such as The Ritz-Carlton and Marriott, to home-grown 
brands such as Jumeirah Hotels & Resorts, Vida Hotels 
Group, Jebel Ali Resorts & Hotels and Rove Hotels, offering an 
expansive three and four-star hotel group offering. 

In line with the strategy to adapt to market needs and industry 
trends that call for more variety in visitor accommodation, Dubai 
has forged a partnership with the world’s leading community-
driven hospitality company, AirBnB, to promote responsible 
hosting and contribute to the evolution of tourism in the emirate.

This new partnership is expected to significantly contribute 
to tourism figures, as more guests look for longer term stays 
in a city that is filled with never-ending activities and events. 
With a flourishing calendar of week-long events and festivals 
such as Dubai Food Festival and Arabian Travel Market, it is 
expected that more long-term guests will seek alternative 
accommodation options whilst exploring and enjoying the 
different aspects of the city. 

Introduction
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Overview of the Events

Full Year’s Events

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

•   Ramadan in Dubai

•   Dubai Sports World

•   Eid Al Fitr

•  Dubai Summer Surprises

•  GAMES 15

•  Dubai Music Week

•  World Classical Music Series

•  Emirates NBD Classics

•  Samsung Beach Soccer

•  Intercontinental Cup

•  DP World Tour Championship

•  The Color Run

•  Dubai International Triathlon

•  Electric Run

•  Dubai Motor Festival

•  Dubai Airshow

•  Piknic Electronik

•  Emirates NBD Classics

•   Standard Chartered  
Dubai Marathon

•   Hankook 24H Dubai 
(Endurance Motor Race)

•   Dubai Show  
Jumping Championship

•   Masters Champions  
League (Cricket)

•   Ironman 70.3 Dubai

•   Dubai Shopping Festival

•   Russell Peters

•  Dubai World Cup

•   Dubai International  
Kite Festival

•  Al Marmoom Heritage Festival

•   Emirates Airline  
Festival of Literature

•  Design Days Dubai

•  Art Dubai

•  Dubai Food Festival

•  Emirates Classic Car Festival

•  Nicki Minaj

•  Times of India Film Awards

•  Dara O’Briain

•  Dubai International Boat Show

•  YPO Edge 2016

•  Emirates NBD Classics

•   Dubai PSA  
World Series Finals

•   Dubai Duty Free Darts Masters

•   Al Gaffal Dhow Race

•   Dubai Tango Festival

•   Armin Van Buuren

•   Marc Lottering

•   Adam Hills

•  Emirates NBD Classics

•   Dubai Summer Surprises

•   International  
Dragon Award 2015

•   Dubai Sports World

•  Dubai Design Week

•  Fashion Forward

•  Dubai Comedy Festival

•  Sensation Dubai

•  GITEX Shopper

•  Emirates NBD Classics

•  World Air Games

•   Emirates Airline 
Dubai Rugby Sevens

•  Omega Dubai Ladies Masters

•   Dubai World 
Superseries Finals

•   International Premier 
Tennis League

•  UAE National Day

•  New Year Dubai

•  BBC Good Food Show

•  Dubai Winter Festival

•  Emirates NBD Classics

•  Dubai Tour

•   Dubai Duty Free 
Tennis Championships

•  Omega Dubai Desert Classic

•  Xyoga Dubai

•  Dubai Food Festival

•  Gulf Photo Plus

•  Redfest Dxb

•  Dubai Jazz Festival

•  Iamhardwell

•  Il Divo ‘Amor & Pasion’

•  Global Women’s Forum Dubai

•  Beach Polo Cup Dubai

•  2016 Table Tennis Asian Cup

•  Fashion Forward

•  Disney Live!

•  Piknic Electronik

•  Emirates NBD Classics

•  Ramadan in Dubai

•  Gabriel Iglesias

•  World Classical Music Series

•   Dubai Sports World

2015 2016
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Ranging from Dubai Comedy Festival, XYoga Dubai and Dubai 
Design Week, each of these new concepts or partnerships were 
developed to further amplify Dubai’s portfolio of events and 
showcase our diverse capabilities in both developing new events 
and encouraging new interests and trends. 

1. Dubai Comedy Festival

2. Dubai Design Week

3. BBC Good Food Show 

4. xYoga Dubai

5. World Drone Prix

6. Times of India Film Awards (TOIFA) 

7. WWE Live Dune Bash 

8. Dubai PSA World Series Finals

9. YPO (Young Presidents’ Organisation) Edge 2016

10. Global Women’s Forum Dubai 

What Was New This Year?

Full Year’s Events

In addition to these new events, three 
new event venues were launched in 
2015-2016, further elevating the spaces 
available for small, mid-size and large 
events. Aligned with our strategy to 
create events and experiences that 
appeal to the diverse and ever-growing 

demographics of the city, these new venues build on the strong 
foundation of international-standard venues in the city. 

The expansion of the Za’abeel exhibition halls at Dubai World 
Trade Centre (DWTC) that opened in early 2016 added an 
extra 15,000 square metres, bringing the overall DWTC space 
to 122,000 square metres. The new halls are ideal for large 
concerts, with standing capacity of up to 12,000. 

To complement the corporate and MICE event spaces already 
available in the city, a second venue adding 5,000 square metres 
of events space was opened in the retail, dining and commercial 
venue of Dubai Festival City, adjacent and attached to the 
Intercontinental Dubai Festival City. 

In addition to the DWTC halls and Dubai Festival City expansion, 
‘The Venue’ – a temporary space for music events and concerts 
that opened in March 2016 - will be given a permanent home 
close to Dubai Outlet Mall in 2017. The space, designed to 
be a state-of-the-art 25,000-capacity amphitheatre with a 
multi-floored pavilion, will host boxes, suites and a viewing 
terrace and is expected to be a significant landmark in the 
live entertainment scene in the UAE. The temporary space 
has already welcomed international superstar Nicki Minaj and 
20,000 fans for a concert in March 2016. It will also be the venue 
for the Dubai debut of singer Zayn Malik, who will be staging  
his first solo concert in the region in October 2016, as well  

as former Disney star Selena Gomez  
and Sir Elton John, in November  
and December 2016 respectively.

Plans are also afoot for the Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid football stadium, 
a 60,000-seat FIFA-compliant stadium, 
to be developed by Dubai Sports Council 
in Al Aweer which is expected to attract 
football giants from across the region. In 
addition to staging international football 
events, it will also include a training hall, 
exercise pitches, car park with capacity 
for 5,000 cars as well as a sports 
museum and conference halls.

Adding to the vibrancy of Dubai’s annual calendar of events, 10 new international events were  
introduced in the past 12 months.
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Testimonials

Testimonials

“The consistent work of Dubai in organising, handling and participating in 
functions at the local, regional and global levels has provided us invaluable 
opportunities to continuously promote the emirates’ culture and heritage to 
residents and visitors alike. 

Stemming from our commitment to raise awareness around Emirati 
culture, we ensure that all activities and events we handle, or are a part of, 
present cultural entertainment elements. 

Being present at ‘Expo Milan 2015’ on the same day that UAE National  
Day was celebrated was a great opportunity for us to celebrate our culture, 
heritage and tradition on a global level. With Dubai’s forward-thinking 
and prominent presence in the local, regional and global markets, we are 
confident that we will be able to launch more initiatives and events that  
aim to elevate awareness of Emirati culture and heritage locally, regionally 
and globally.” 

Abdullah Hamdan Bin Dalmook 
CEO of Hamdan Bin Mohammed Heritage Centre

“Due to the extensive calendar of events and festivals throughout the year, 
RTA is kept very busy to ensure a seamless experience for residents and 
visitors alike. From NYE celebrations, to events including The Dubai Duty 
Free Tennis Championships, Traditional Dhow Race ‘Al Ghafal’, Gitex and 
Dubai International Film Festival, various transport routes are managed to 
ensure smooth and safe experiences for all. 

Last year’s NYE celebrations were a great testimony to the success of the 
RTA as close to 1.7 million visitors gathered in the Burj Khalifa area, and 
were able to effortlessly travel to and from the venue via the various modes 
of transport provided, including free shuttle buses, Dubai metro, Dubai 
bus, as well as taxis. 

As the city grows, so will its events and festivals industry. With Expo 2020 
approaching, Dubai will see great visitation, for which the RTA has developed 
a master plan to guarantee a seamless experience, aligned with our 
collaborative strategy of working towards a ‘smart and integrated’ Dubai.” 

Moaza Saeed Al Marri 
Director of Marketing & Corporate Communications  
at Roads and Transport Authority (RTA)

“Due to the unified vision and communication of all government entities in 
Dubai, we have been successfully working with various stakeholders in the 
emirate over the past several years to ensure the security and success of 
events and festivals in Dubai. The huge events we hold annually, including 
the Government Summit, Dubai Polo Gold Cup Series, UAE National Day 
celebrations, and New Year’s Eve celebrations, as well as many others 
hosted throughout the year, are proof of the progressive facilities we have, 
and the forward-looking approach we follow to ensure the safety of our 
people and security of our developments. Concluding 2015 with the success 
of hosting more than 1.7 million people in one location during Dubai’s New 
Year’s Eve celebrations is considered a milestone; and evidence of the 
centralised communication facilities of government entities in Dubai during 
events and festivals. With the efforts and exquisite work of all government 
and private entities, Dubai will be used as a case study, globally, for the 
hosting of safe, unique and large-scale events”. 

Brigadier Abdullah Khalifa Al Marri 
Head of Event Security Committee and Deputy Director of the Department 
of Protective Security and Emergency at Dubai Police

“With over 400 sports events held annually in Dubai, we closely support 
Dubai’s events and festivals industry to ensure seamless overall 
management and monitoring of all events across the emirate. Inviting 
the private sector to support and develop the local sports industry, and 
gaining attention and recognition from the International Sports Federation, 
international competitions are driven to the city – reaffirming Dubai’s 
position as a leading sports hub in the region. 

Supported by the different entities and stakeholders, Dubai will surely 
achieve its objective of becoming a world-class leading destination. We 
trust that the continuous determination of Dubai, as well as our new 
unique sports events ranking system will enable the sports events and 
management in Dubai to soar even higher than it always has.” 

Saeed Hareb 
Secretary General of Dubai Sports Council 
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Testimonials

Testimonials

“Working closely with stakeholders that handle events and festivals in  
Dubai to cover the best events has provided ARN the opportunity to enjoy  
the dominant position it currently holds. As strategic partners that think 
globally and activate locally, Dubai and ARN have worked on huge events 
including Dubai Comedy Festival, Dubai Motor Festival and International 
Yoga Day, to name a few. Collaborating to launch one of the largest music 
festivals in the region, Virgin Radio Dubai RedFest DXB, has positioned Dubai 
as one of the internationally recognised music destinations. 

With more than 3.8 million listeners tuning in every day, ARN aims to 
continue contributing towards Dubai’s events and festivals industry, and 
towards promoting the Dubai brand globally.” 

Steve Smith 
Chief Operating Officer of Arabian Radio Network (ARN) 

“With every crane that goes up, with every skyscraper announcement 
and every tourist that steps foot in Dubai, the events industry has to 
evolve that much more, catch up and live up to expectations. Last year, 
Dubai has brought more festivals than ever, and that, in my opinion, is the 
winning recipe. When you have a bouquet of people from different cultural 
backgrounds, you have to make sure you hit every note, and festivals are  
a great way to exercise variety. 

The year 2016 in its third and fourth quarter will introduce many different 
locations and entertainment venues to Dubai’s landscape. The map will 
look different, both geographically and also in the field of entertainment. 
With more spaces opening indoors and outdoors, we will be getting more 
and more creative and elaborate in the productions that we put up in the 
city. Everywhere I go in the world, every artist I meet, I’m greeted with, ‘Yo, 
I’d love to come out there and do a couple of shows’... Everybody wants to 
be here, to entertain and be entertained. I hope to play an instrumental 
part in growing the comedy scene here; from weekly shows, to monthly 
specials, to a permanent comedy venue that we have in the works. I think 
the city of Dubai is an amalgamation of the best of what the world has to 
offer, just with more flair. And we haven’t even seen the best of it yet.”

Ali Al Sayed  
Emarati Comedian and Founder of Dubomedy 

“As the largest event organisers in Dubai that have executed numerous 
huge events including Arab Media Forum, Meet D3 and Dubai Canvas, it 
is evident that Dubai’s events and festivals industry has evolved and has 
rapidly grown, particularly over the past twelve months. The growth of the 
industry is testimony to the emirate’s commitment to promoting the Dubai 
brand as well as the industry, on both the regional and global levels. 

Moving forward, we will continue to collaborate with government and 
private entities across Dubai to ensure the delivery of world-class events 
and festivals to the wider audience.” 

Girish Anil Bhat 
Managing Director of Done Events 
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Section 1
Community Overview
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Once known as Al Wasl, or ‘The Connection’, today Dubai  
is no longer a transit point but home to 2.5 million residents 
representing over 200 nationalities and the regional hub  
for global super brands such as Facebook, Nike, Google,  
Coca-cola, IBM, HSBC and BMW, giving 56% of global 
multinational organisations a current presence in Dubai.  
With the launch of exciting new ventures, including the 
Mohammed bin Rashid Space Centre, established in April  
2015 to support the UAE space mission, and the Innovation 
Hub, which aims to establish around 1 million square feet  
of workspace for the creative community by Q1 2017, Dubai  
has become the preferred destination for business, students, 
event organisers and creatives looking for a launch pad into 
the wider GCC region. On the flip-side, the emirate’s ever-
growing portfolio of leisure attractions, from designer  
hotels like Palazzo Versace to high-octane adventure 
experiences like dune-bashing and sky-diving, has  
consistently lured travellers looking for a beachside  
break with an urban vibe. 

From its sun-soaked beaches and golden sand dunes, to 
its world-class hospitality industry and geographical and 
commercial accessibility, Dubai’s leisure and business 
attractions have been instrumental in drawing 14.2 million 
overnight visitors to its shores in 2015, with over 21% visiting 
for business. In addition, with more than 670 hotels and hotel 
apartments and 100,000 rooms, the variety of accommodation 
will suit every budget, impressing visitors from all corners of 
the globe. 

Thanks to its robust foundations and versatile landscape, Dubai 
has successfully consolidated its position as a leading cultural 
and events capital, staging events ranging from endurance 
tournaments and corporate celebrations to music festivals and 
retail extravaganzas. In turn, with over 1,600 events staged in 
Dubai, including long-standing crowd-pullers such as Dubai 
Shopping Festival, which has attracted close to 5 million visitors 
every year for the past 21 years; Emirates Airline Dubai Rugby 
7s, celebrating its 47th year this December and Arabian Travel 
Market, the travel trade mega-event which staged its 22nd 
edition in April, Dubai has strategically used events as a powerful 

Dubai at a Glance
showcase for its growing expertise in 
fields such as knowledge, science, arts 
and culture, banking and logistics, to 
name a few. 

The rich tapestry of events has 
provided Dubai the opportunity to 
continually sharpen its prowess in 
conceptualisation, organisation and 
logistics, especially in the lead-up to 
Expo 2020, the world fair that will be 
hosted for the first time in the Middle 
East, North Africa and South Asia 
region. Drawing on Dubai’s heritage 
in promoting fruitful mercantile, 
intellectual and cultural exchanges, 
Expo 2020 will showcase the best of 
global innovation and be an organic 
extension of the city’s legacy in bringing 
together the best global talent to 
address global challenges. The event 
will coincide with UAE’s Golden Jubilee 
and will demonstrate UAE’s ability 
to capitalise on the ‘third industrial 
revolution’, moving up the value chain 
and making the most of global and 
home-grown talent and human capital. 
Held under the theme of Connecting 
Minds, Creating the Future, with sub-
themes of opportunity, mobility and 
sustainability, the event will highlight 
Dubai’s role as a global city working 
towards solutions for a shared future. 

Community Overview

Dubai’s evolution from a small yet vibrant trading port with bustling souqs in the 1800s to its present day 
avatar as an international travel, trade, retail and cultural hub, speaks volumes about the city’s inclusive 
personality, relentless drive and future-facing outlook. At the crossroads of East and West and a gateway to 
the Middle East and South Asia, Dubai has long functioned as an essential port of call for traders, explorers 
and settlers. The flow of visitors, goods and ideas contributed to the city’s evolution and defined its distinct 
personality as a global city with local roots. Over the decades, it has invested in infrastructure and supported 
its now globally-benchmarked travel and tourism sector, in order to continue enriching the city’s ever-growing 
commercial and corporate credentials. 

DUBAI AT A GLANCE

•  Largest city in the United Arab Emirates 

•  Once known as Al Wasl, “the connection”  
in Arabic 

•  Population of 2.389 million people representing 
over 200 nationalities

•  Average temperature of 33.4˚

•  Over 14.2 million tourists visited the city in 2015
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Innovative, unique and continuously upgrading and expanding, 
many of the emirate’s venues are multi-purpose and can  
be configured to meet the requirements of any type of event  
or festival. 

The largest, and one of the most well-established, remains  
Dubai World Trade Centre (DWTC). The fully integrated venue 
attracts over 2.74 million visitors every year from 160 global 
markets, and features restaurants, coffee shops, a business 
centre and retail outlets. DWTC has solidified its leading role 
in Dubai’s vibrant events space hosting a mix of both indoor 
business and leisure events - trade shows such as Arabian 
Travel Market and GITEX Technology, pop-cultural extravaganzas 
such as Middle East Film and Comic Con, sold-out shows by 
comedians Russell Peters and Dara O’Briain, family-focused 
performances of Beauty and the Beast and Cirque Le Noir, 
musical acts during Dubai Music Week and many more. 

As a growing and evolving destination, Dubai has also recently 
inaugurated and revitalised a series of new venues. Among the 
key additions is Dubai Design District (d3), a creative ecosystem 
that, along with hosting an array of local and international art and 

design brands and creatives, will also act 
as a venue for associated events. 

Meydan firmly positioned itself as a great 
music destination by hosting Sensation 
Dubai, Martin Garrix and Il Divo, Hardwell 
and Armin Van Buuren; whilst the open-air 
Media City Amphitheatre continued to host 
a variety of music and lifestyle events, 
ranging from Dubai International Jazz 
Festival to concerts by award-winning 
international superstars Take That and 
David Guetta. 

Since its days as a trading outpost, Dubai 
has constantly explored new horizons 
and ideas, including innovative ways of 
staging events. In line with this, venue 
developments in the pipeline include: 
Dubai Opera, a 2,000-seat venue for 
opera, theatre, concerts, art exhibitions, 
orchestra, film, sports events and 

Venues and Infrastructure
seasonal programmes, located in Downtown Dubai; the new 
multi-use development Al Habtoor City, featuring an exclusive 
permanent water-themed theatrical production called La Perle 
by Dragone; the 400-hectare Dubai Safari, which will feature 
a safari village, Arabian village, Asian village and African 
village, kids’ zoo, butterfly park and botanical garden; The Palm 
Promenade on The Palm Jumeirah, which is set to transform the 
trunk into a 1.5km walkable beach, park, retail and café complex; 
Dubai Parks and Resorts’ three theme parks – Hollywood-
themed motiongate Dubai, Bollywood Parks Dubai and Legoland 
Dubai; as well as IMG Worlds of Adventure, the first leisure 
destination in the world to bring together global brands Cartoon 
Network and MARVEL in one location.

Throughout the past year, Dubai also witnessed first-hand the 
direct impact of events in terms of inspiring and facilitating 
permanent infrastructure. For instance, Dubai Food Festival’s 
Beach Canteen, the pop-up array of outlets stationed at Dubai’s 
Kite Beach for the duration of the festival, led the way for a host 
of permanent food and beverage outlets at the popular beach, 
now serving the emirate’s beach-going food lovers year-round. 

Further reinforcing and accelerating Dubai’s continued event 
infrastructure growth is Expo 2020, which will run from 20 October 
2020 to 10 April 2021. With participation expected from 250 
countries, corporations and civic organisations and an anticipated 25 
million total visits over 6 months - 70 percent of which are predicted 
to be from overseas visitors - Dubai is currently developing a 
438-hectare host site, located in Jebel Ali, within Dubai World 
Central, that can accommodate up to 250,000 people per day. 

Growing, evolving and continuously improving, Dubai has venue 
options for hosting any type of festival or event, indoors or out.

Community Overview

Dubai has no shortage of options for both event organisers and event attendees: from iconic venues such as 
the sail-shaped Burj Al Arab, the 828-metre-high Burj Khalifa and the colossal Dubai World Trade Centre, to 
the much-awaited Dubai Opera as well as the motiongate, Bollywood Parks and LEGOLAND theme parks, in 
addition to an array of both new and revitalised parks and public spaces peppered throughout the city, Dubai 
has the capacity and capability to host a diverse array of events of any size or scale. DUBAI EVENT VENUES

771 
The number of venues with 
dedicated event space

675 
The number of international and 
local hotels in the emirate 

100,000 
The number of available rooms in 
Dubai hotels

2,000 
The number of hotel rooms 
in walking distance of Dubai 
International Convention and 
Exhibition Centre

370 
4-star and below hotel properties 
representing over 40,000 rooms
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Representing a wide range of local and international brands, 
hotels in Dubai range from budget accommodation through to 
five-star luxury, spanning both the hotel and hotel apartment 
segments. In addition to providing accommodation for millions of 
annual visitors, Dubai’s hotels are home to many of the emirate’s 
over 6,000 restaurants and cafes and, as such, have long been a 
centre of social activity. 

Events also play a large role in the year-round business of hotels 
across the emirate. The Emirates Airline Festival of Literature, 
held annually at the InterContinental Hotel, attracted over 40,000 
visitors in 2016, while hotels around the emirate participating 
in Dubai Food Festival benefited from the city-wide focus on 
culinary exploration through dining out. Hotels also feature some 
of the best event platforms in the city, notably the over 8,000 
square metres of indoor and outdoor event space available at 
the JW Marriott Marquis Dubai, the tallest hotel in the world, 
and the iconic facades of the Burj Khalifa and Burj Al Arab that 
create distinction for events and celebrations through astonishing 
fireworks and light displays, covered by media around the world. 

As the city’s popularity continues to grow, the number of new 
hotel openings is accelerating apace. There is expected to be 
140,000 – 160,000 rooms in Dubai by 2020. In parallel, many 
properties are bridging the gap between business and leisure 

by introducing key elements such as free 
Wi-Fi access and cutting edge business 
centres, with added amenities including 
24-hour leisure facilities and check-
in apps for a more comfortable and 
convenient stay. 

Hotels

Community Overview

Dubai’s hotel portfolio and hospitality sector have continued to grow at a rapid pace in order to cater to the 
increasing demand of Dubai’s burgeoning tourism numbers across both the business and leisure sectors. 

DUBAI’S ROBUST 
HOSPITALITY SECTOR

25,000 
Number of hotel rooms located 
along Dubai Metro

675 
The current number of hotels and 
hotel apartments 

2,000 
The number of hotel rooms  
in walking distance of Dubai World 
Trade Centre

370 
4-star and below hotel properties 
representing over 40,000 rooms
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Dubai Police

Among the most widely recognised of Dubai’s emergency  
service providers is Dubai Police. As the region’s leading 
 security institution, Dubai Police is an award-winning 
organisation that boasts over 15,000 members. A regional  
and world leader, Dubai Police provides professional and  
efficient services as it coordinates and mobilises any number  
of emergency services through the Command and Control  
Centre at Dubai Police Headquarters.

Highly visible throughout the emirate, particularly during events, 
Dubai Police also organises and participates in a range of events 
such as the annual Dubai Motor Festival and the force’s own 
Ramadan Youth Sports Tournament. 

Celebrating its 60th anniversary this year 
and with Dubai being named one of the 
top 20 safest places in the world by Aon 
Hewitt, Dubai Police had much to be proud 
of. Over the past several years, Dubai 
Police has enhanced its services to better 
serve the community. From building a 
high-horsepower arsenal of luxury sports 
cars and SUVs to complement its fleet 
of green-and-white patrol cruisers, to 
revamping its services to keep up with 
global state-of-the-art developments, 
Dubai Police has a yearly schedule that 
enables it to offer seamless services to 
the community as a whole. 

Emergency Services
The safety and security of visitors and residents during events is 
of upmost priority for the force, with a team headed by Brigadier 
Abdullah Khalifa Al Marri, head of the Event Security Committee 
and deputy director of the Department of Protective Security, 
planning protective measures to ensure safe and seamless 
experiences. The team has handled high-profile, high-visibility 
events including New Year’s Eve fireworks in Downtown Dubai 
and the Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon, working in 
collaboration with brands and other government offices such 
as Dubai Civil Defence, Ministry of Health, Dubai Water and 
Electricity Authority, Ambulance and Tourism Departments. 

Dubai Police also launched the Dubai Police Eye, allowing 
residents to file online complaints spanning nine different 
categories in six different languages - Arabic, English, Chinese, 
French, German and Russian. 

Dubai Healthcare Services 

Dubai offers internationally recognised healthcare services that 
are of the highest standard. Dubai Health Authority (DHA), which 
oversees the emirate’s medical landscape and medical services, 
is integral in maintaining the standards of its four government-
run hospitals, 25 private hospitals and two Ministry of Health 
hospitals, besides two primary healthcare centres at Nad Al 
Hamar and Al Barsha. Offering modern facilities and regional 
and international expertise across a range of specialties, these 
hospitals give visitors and residents widespread and convenient 
access to medical professionals and services. 

A focus on healthcare  
meetings

Community Overview

Dubai is home to a cooperative group of emergency service providers who work together daily to ensure  
the safety of the emirate’s residents and visitors. 

With an aim to provide an accessible, 
effective and integrated healthcare 
system, protect public health and improve 
the quality of life within the emirate, DHA’s 
mission is to ensure access to health 
services, maintain and improve the quality 
of these services, improve the health 
status of nationals, residents and visitors, 
and oversee a dynamic, efficient and 
innovative healthcare sector. 

Consistently seeking to improve Dubai’s 
healthcare offering, DHA also formed the 
DHA Medical Council in 2015. The body 
is working to improve quality, efficiency 
and ensure the continuity of healthcare 
services, whilst reviewing and adopting 
global trends and best practices, in 
addition to overseeing the development 
of health plans and policies that further 
increase the quality of medical services 
and enhance access to healthcare. 

REGIONAL FIRSTS FOR DUBAI POLICE 

•  First in the Arab world to apply DNA testing in 
criminal investigations

•  First in the Arab world to use electronic 
fingerprinting

•  First in the Arab world to use the Global 
Positioning System (GPS) 

•  First in the Arab world to apply patrol location 
techniques
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Dubai Corporation for Ambulance Services 

Working hand in hand with DHA is the Dubai Corporation for 
Ambulance Services. Managing the emirate’s ambulance 
services, the Corporation manages what is considered to be one 
of the largest fleets in the world comprising ambulance vehicles 
ranging from 4x4s to golf units and three mass casualty buses. 

Of the three casualty buses that the service operates, one has 
earned the service a Guinness World Record for the longest 
ambulance vehicle. 20 metres in length, the bus can operate as 
a field hospital and accommodate up to 123 patients and staff. 
Other vehicles in the fleet have been customised to suit a variety 
of needs including maternity and childhood ambulances, while 
others are tailored for the elderly and heart patients. Dubai 
Corporation for Ambulance Services is also the first in the UAE to 
introduce a desert vehicle for incidents occurring in the desert.

In addition to providing public ambulance services, including 
those for official events, sports, economic and social activities in 
Dubai, the Corporation also examines and licenses ambulances 
belonging to private hospitals and clinics.

The Corporation has been committed to 
elevating its services to keep up with the 
developments taking place all over the 
emirate. In 2015, it improved its response 
rate, and one in five ambulance responses 
is now done in four minutes – down from 
the average of eight minutes. In 2016, the 
Corporation also allocated nearly 100 
vehicles to cover medical emergencies 
during Eid-Al-Fitr - one of Dubai’s biggest 
seasonal events. 

Extending from the continuous commitment towards enhancing 
performance and improving emergency response efficiency, 
the introduction of a modern vehicle fleet of 20 new Mercedes 
ambulances, to supplement the already-operational 30 vehicles, 
has been put in place and marks a significant milestone in the 
entity’s growth strategy. 

Dubai Civil Defence 

Further reinforcing Dubai’s emergency services is Dubai Civil 
Defence. With responsibility for fire, search and rescue, Dubai 
Civil Defence protects both residents and visitors, private and 
public property, the environment, as well as transportation, 
utilities and communications infrastructure.

To maintain Dubai’s position as a safe and state-of-the-art 
destination for all, Dubai Civil Defence has introduced new and 
modified Corvettes that have been entered into the Guinness 
Book of World Records as the world’s fastest fire-fighting 
vehicles – further enabling Dubai Civil Defence officers to attend 
to rescues in record time. 

Community Overview

DUBAI  
CORPORATION  
fOR AmBULANCE  
SERVICES

68 
Number of Dubai Ambulance  
ground stations 

177 
Number of Dubai Ambulances 

3 
Number of mass casualty buses  
in Dubai Ambulance 
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From a public transport point of view, the RTA’s fleet of buses, 
ferries, the Dubai Metro, the Dubai Tram and Dubai Trolley 
together provides a host of options for visitors and residents to 
get to where they need to go. 

Public transport services in Dubai accounted for a 15% share of 
overall mobility figures among residents across the emirate last 
year, carrying over 539 million people, up from 531 million riders 
in 2014. The average daily ridership of all public transport modes 
combined jumped to 1.5 million in 2015 compared to 1.47 million 
the previous year. 

Dubai Metro was the GCC’s first metro system, offering seamless 
and efficient travel around the city. The fully automated and 
driverless metro features two lines (Red and Green) that are 
efficient, affordable and comfortable. With its Red Line covering 
52.1km and 29 stations (including two with direct links to Dubai 
International Airport), and the Green Line extending along 22.5km 
over 20 stations, the metro has grown from carrying 60,000 
passengers daily in 2009 to nearly 555,000 commuters per day in 
2016. Dubai Metro’s popularity continued to grow last year with 
178 million people using its services. In the lead up to Expo 2020, 
the Red Line will be extended to service the event site as part of 
a comprehensive transportation master plan. Considered one of 

the most competent, safest and cleanest 
metro systems in the world, its punctuality 
rate stands at over 99%, while crime and 
vandalism are at near zero levels.

The Dubai Tram continues to provide 
services to tourists and residents alike 
between Dubai Marina, Dubai Media 
City and Al Sufouh, and clocked in 1.3 
million riders in the first quarter of 2016 
alone. The Dubai Trolley, launched in 
2015, provides a hop-on hop-off electric-
powered transit system, servicing the 
popular Downtown Dubai district. Dubai 
Trolley currently passes by some of 
Dubai’s most iconic landmarks, including 
Burj Khalifa, The Dubai Mall, The Dubai 
Fountain, Souk Al Bahar and Mohammed 
Bin Rashid Boulevard.

Complementing and extending the reach 
of Dubai Tram, Dubai Trolley and Dubai 
Metro is Dubai’s expansive bus system. 
At present, Dubai has a total of 2,100 bus 

Public Transport
stops, 119 lines and a fleet of 1,518 buses that together cover 82% 
of Dubai’s urban area and carry an estimated 369,248 passengers 
per day. Last year alone, public bus services clocked 134.775 
million people. 

Beyond public transport, taxis in Dubai are both convenient and 
plentiful with six taxi companies providing a fleet of approximately 
5,000 vehicles. Pink Taxis, for ladies only, are a unique feature of the 
city, ensuring a comfortable trip for all travellers. Taxi ranks across 
the city also make taxis a handy and affordable option for many 
residents and visitors, with 47 million trips transporting 94 million 
people in 2015 compared with 92 million passengers in 2014. 

Extending beyond land-based options, the RTA also manages a 
fleet of over 172 ferries, water taxis, water buses and abras. With 
fares from as low as 1 AED (approximately 27 cents USD) Dubai’s 
water transport is also a scenic must-do for visitors to the emirate. 
On the water in and around the city, Dubai’s marine transit modes 
carried 14.4 million passengers in 2015. The RTA will be upgrading 
and expanding the system with the opening of the Dubai Water 
Canal, linking Business Bay with the Arabian Gulf.

For those with their own cars or rental cars, parking is available 
throughout Dubai, with many hotels, attractions, shopping 
centres and office districts offering free and paid parking. Public 
parking is also available throughout the city with fees starting 
at 2 AED (27 cents USD) per hour. With payment instructions 
available in every parking zone, the option to pay for parking by 
mobile phone and reminders sent by text, public parking is as 
convenient as it is abundant.

Needless to say residents and visitors 
who prefer other transport methods 
including walking or bike riding can easily 
travel across the city, and are offered an 
8.4-kilometre cycling and running track 
in the Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum 
City – District One development. The track 
is lit by solar powered lights for minimal 
energy consumption and features several 
rest areas. The city also offers the Nad 
Al Sheba cycling path, a former camel 
track repurposed for cycling, the newly 
opened 84-km Al Qudra cycling track and 
the perennial favourite Dubai Autodrome 
cycling track. 

Community Overview

Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) keeps residents and visitors moving. With an integrated and 
extensive emirate-wide system that covers both land and sea, the RTA and its over 6,200 employees are the 
force behind Dubai’s buses, taxis, inter-city transport, roads, registration and licensing, marine transport, 
road improvements and beautification, parking and rail projects.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN DUBAI 

•  Managed by the RTA and its  
over 6,200 employees 

•  Comprises tram, metro, trolley,  
bus, taxi and ferry services 

•  Dubai Tram carries up to 405 passengers  
per tram and covers a distance of 10.6 km 

•  Dubai Metro features 2 lines and 47 stations  
that cover a distance of 75 km 

•   Dubai Trolley operates from 3 stations covering  
1km and will eventually expand to cover 7 km

•  Dubai has a total of 119 internal bus lines  
and a fleet of 1,518 buses that together cover 
82% of Dubai’s urban area

•  Dubai Ferry features a fleet of 172 ferries,  
water taxis, water buses and abras

•  Dubai Taxi comprises six taxi companies with  
a fleet of over 5,000 vehicles 
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Section 2
Dubai Festivals 
and Events
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What is Dubai Calendar? 

In addition to sharing the support of the residential and 
business community of Dubai, Dubai’s event scene also enjoys 
the support of Dubai Calendar, a division of Dubai’s Department 
of Tourism and Commerce Marketing. Launched in 2011 by 
the Dubai Government, Dubai Calendar provides a platform 
to showcase events of all types, sizes and scales to the Dubai 
community, the region and the world in one easy and convenient 
online location. As a government entity, Dubai Calendar ensures 

the incubation, growth and development, 
sustainability and support of the event 
industry in Dubai. Along with keeping 
everyone informed on what’s happening 
in the city, Dubai Calendar consolidates 
and bolsters both government and 
community support, ensuring remarkable 
events, festivals and experiences for all. 
www.dubaicalendar.com

Dubai Festivals and Events

Dubai Festivals and Events

DUBAI EVENTS

Longest Standing: 
•  Emirates Airline Dubai  

Rugby Sevens – 45 years 

•  Dubai Shopping  
Festival – 20 years 

• Dubai World Cup – 20 years

•  Omega Dubai Desert  
Classic – 25 years

Recent Additions: 
• Dubai Food Festival – 2 years 

• Dubai Motor Festival – 2 years 

• Dubai Tour – 2 years 

Just Announced: 
•  Dubai Comedy Festival – 

October, 2015 

•  Dubai Design Week –  
October, 2015

The city’s festivals and events, many of which are steeped in the unique and diverse heritage of the emirate, 
have evolved year on year and in the process, have become enduring symbols of Dubai’s bright future. Along 
with providing entertainment, these events, which encompass sports, arts, culture, heritage, and business, 
also boost specific industry and economic sectors and nurture cultural and community development.
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Sporting Events
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The DP World Tour Championship is the final chapter in the 
European Tour, culminating with the finals of the coveted Race 
to Dubai, one of the most hotly-contested prizes in sport. 
Celebrating its seventh year, the European Tour saw the 
world’s top 60 golfers battling it out on the spectacular Earth 
course at Jumeirah Golf Estates from 19-22 November 2015 
for a share of the USD 8 million prize fund. 

The European Tour’s season-ending tournament also offered  
a USD 5,000,000 Bonus Pool for the Race to Dubai. The prize 
was divided among the leading 10 players by earnings at the  
end of the season-long competition, spanning 48 tournaments  
in 27 destinations as part of The 2015 European Tour 
International Schedule. The tournament saw players and 
champions featured in the top 10 of the Official World Golf 
Ranking, including Dubai Desert Classic, WGC – Cadillac 
Match Play winner Rory McIlroy, defending DP World Tour 
Championship winner Henrik Stenson, Nedbank Golf Challenge 
and Omega European Masters winner Danny Willett and US 
Open and The Open runner-up Louis Oosthuizen.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Rory McIlroy secured the Race to Dubai title for 
the third time in four seasons with a one-shot 
victory at the DP World Tour Championship

•  A total of 55,000 golf fans attended the  
4-day tournament

•  70 Jumeirah Golf Estates’ groundskeepers 
diligently attend daily to over 7,675 yards of 
the award-winning 18-hole Earth course to 
ensure the fairways and greens were in pristine 
condition to play 

•  The Championship Village, four grandstands, 
seven hospitality chalets, three giant TV screens 
and 10 scoreboards were under construction for 
eight weeks to ensure all spectators have a first 
class experience

•  An extended Championship Village with an even 
wider range of food and beverage outlets plus 
a brand new DP World / Jumeirah Golf Estates 
European Tour Performance Institute Putting 
Zone and a new Emirates Fly With Me Kids Zone 
helped to keep the entire family entertained

•  A brand new 1st tee DP World grandstand, in 
addition to seating on the ninth, 17th and 18th 
holes brought the total number of grandstand 
seats to 1,832

•  The total prize purse of USD 14,365,000 was 
made up by the DP World Tour Championship 
prize fund (USD 8,000,000), Race to Dubai Bonus 
Pool (USD 5,000,000) and potential additional 
Race to Dubai Bonus Pool (USD 1,365,000) 

DP World Tour Championship

Dubai Festivals and Events

The DP World Tour Championship is the final chapter in the 
European Tour, culminating with the finals of the coveted Race 
to Dubai, one of the most hotly-contested prizes in sport. 
Celebrating its seventh year, the European Tour saw the 
world’s top 60 golfers battling it out on the spectacular Earth 
course at Jumeirah Golf Estates from 19-22 November 2015 
for a share of the USD 8 million prize fund. 

The European Tour’s season-ending tournament also offered  
a USD 5,000,000 Bonus Pool for the Race to Dubai. The prize 
was divided among the leading 10 players by earnings at the  
end of the season-long competition, spanning 48 tournaments  
in 27 destinations as part of The 2015 European Tour 
International Schedule. The tournament saw players and 
champions featured in the top 10 of the Official World Golf 
Ranking, including Dubai Desert Classic, WGC – Cadillac 
Match Play winner Rory McIlroy, defending DP World Tour 
Championship winner Henrik Stenson, Nedbank Golf Challenge 
and Omega European Masters winner Danny Willett and US 
Open and The Open runner-up Louis Oosthuizen.
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The World Air Games, conducted under the rules of the 
Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI), is the premier 
international multi-discipline air sports event fielding the 
world’s top air sports athletes. 

The event saw 854 competitors from 55 countries compete in 
more than 20 different disciplines: Aerobatics, Aeromodelling, 
Aerostats, Amateur-Built Aircraft, General Aviation, Gliding, 
Microlights & Paramotors, Parachuting, Paragliding and 
Rotorcraft at Skydive Marina Dubai from 1 – 12 December 2015.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The United States finished at the top of the 
medal table at the FAI World Air Games Dubai 
2015, with seven gold medals, four silver and  
six bronze

•  The USA excelled in parachuting, with all seven 
gold medals awarded for parachuting events

•  Nick Batsch from USA was the athlete with the 
most medals, having earned three gold, one 
silver and one bronze at the Parachuting Canopy 
Piloting event

•  The top female athlete was Astrid Ciesielski 
event from Germany who occupied fourth place 
with one gold and one silver medal secured in 
the General Aviation competition 

•  The event attracted 854 competitors from 55 
countries competing in 23 different disciplines

World Air Games

Dubai Festivals and Events
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The annual Emirates Airline Dubai Rugby Sevens tournament 
was held in conjunction with the World Rugby Men’s and 
Women’s Sevens World Series tournaments at The Sevens 
Stadium, Dubai from 3 to 5 December 2015. 

The rugby extravaganza saw 28 international teams compete 
in the HSBC World Rugby Sevens Series and the HSBC World 
Rugby Women’s Sevens Series. 245 teams also competed in the 
Invitation Tournament and 24 netball teams competed in the 
brand new Netball Tournament - record breaking numbers for 
the 46th edition of Dubai Rugby Sevens.

Families were catered to with a special entrance and 2,000 
designated family seats in the DNATA family stand, as well  
as a free bus service to family drop-off points throughout  
Dubai. There was also a brand new Teen Zone, the Sabba 7’s 
Club and crèche - helping fans of all ages have an unforgettable 
experience.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Over 100,000 fans from all over the world 
enjoyed the long weekend at the 2015 Emirates 
Airline Dubai Rugby Sevens

•  The overall winner of the opening round of the 
HSBC World Rugby Sevens Series was Fiji, 
beating England 28-17 in the Cup final

•  Australia claimed the opening round of the 
HSBC World Rugby Women’s Sevens Series  
in Dubai, beating Russia 33-12 in front of a 
packed house

•  Key highlights of the weekend included a guest 
appearance by super star Sonny Bill Williams, 
an exhilarating opening ceremony watched by 
thousands in the stadium, the largest Invitation 
Tournament to date with the additional Netball 
Tournament, plenty of activations for fans of all 
ages including the brand new Teen Zone and the 
Sabaa 7’s club

Emirates Airline Dubai Rugby Sevens 

Dubai Festivals and Events
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Launched in 2007 under the Badminton World Federation 
(BWF) – recognised by the International Olympic Committee 
(IOC) and the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) as the 
world governing body for badminton – the World Superseries 
is a 12-tournament series where the world’s best singles and 
doubles players compete to reach the top eight Destination 
Dubai Rankings and secure a place in the Dubai World 
Superseries Finals. 

The Dubai World Superseries Finals returned to the Hamdan 
Sports Complex in 2015 from 9 – 13 December 2015, the 
culmination of 12 qualifying tournaments held worldwide 
over the course of the year, with the top eight players in each 
category (men’s and women’s singles and doubles in addition 
to mixed doubles) invited to compete for a USD 1,000,000 prize 
fund – the largest prize fund on the BWF calendar.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Former World Number One and badminton 
legend, Denmark’s Peter Gade was announced 
as the official ambassador for the inaugural 
Dubai World Superseries Finals in September 
2014, and continued his support of the Finals 
and the Shuttle Time Dubai programme 
throughout 2015

•  The communications campaign around the 
series resulted in 22 million in reach for the 
#BadmintonDubai hashtag, 219,902 recorded 
website visits, 479,000 website page views, 
$1.9M achieved in PR value 

•  Japan achieved a double success with Kento 
Momota and Nozomi Okuhara winning the men’s 
and women’s singles titles at the BWF Dubai 
World Superseries Finals

•  Mixed-doubles champions Chris and Gabby 
Adcock, the husband and wife pair from 
England, gave the country its first World 
Superseries Finals title 

•  China dominated women’s doubles with twin 
sisters Luo Ying and Luo Yu claiming victory 
over Denmark’s Christinna Pedersen and 
Kamilla Rytter Juhl 

•  Mohammad Ahsan and Hendra Setiawan, the 
world champions from Indonesia, triumphed 
over Chinese men’s doubles pair Chai Biao and 
Hong Wei

Dubai World Superseries Finals

Dubai Festivals and Events
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The Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon, held on 22 January 
2016, once again featured many of the world’s best long-
distance athletes in the full marathon, 10km event and 4km 
Fun Run. In the shadow of the iconic Burj Al Arab, opposite  
the Madinat Jumeirah, the athletes competed to break 
personal records. 

While the 10km and 4km races were keenly contested, all eyes 
were on the Marathon itself as a pack of talented athletes battled 
for record times and potential Olympic selection. As well as 
the international elite runners, the Standard Chartered Dubai 
Marathon again attracted a healthy turnout of overseas runners 
in addition to thousands of local and expat athletes from the city.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon saw 
more than 30,000 runners take over the streets 
of Dubai in the Marathon, 10km Road Race and 
4km Fun Run

•  It boasts a combined prize bounty of USD 
936,000, along with a bonus of USD 100,000  
if a runner breaks a record

•  According to industry website All-Athletics.com 
– considered the most comprehensive athletics 
database – last year’s Standard Chartered Dubai 
Marathon ranked higher than the Berlin, Boston 
and New York marathons, taking into account 

factors such as the overall results and times of 
both the elite men and women’s events as well 
as the world rankings of the elite runners

•  The Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon was 
the first world-class marathon of the Olympic 
year, and offered elites the perfect platform for 
national team qualifications

•  Ethiopian athletes again dominated the world’s 
richest distance race as Tesfaye Abera and  
TIrfi Tsegaye struck gold in a men and women’s 
1-2-3 finish 

Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon
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Dubai Tour is the professional cycling race that took 
place from 3-6 February 2016, kicking off from the Dubai 
International Marine Club in four stages and ending at four 
different locations. 

The third edition of the tour saw 16 teams of eight riders at the 
start, including 10 UCI World Teams, three UCI Professional 
Continental teams, two UCI Continental teams and the UAE 
National Selection team. Covering 100km, the four stages of the 
event were the Dubai Silicone Oasis Stage, Nakheel Stage, The 
Westin Stage and Burj Stage. 

The group of 128 riders rode towards the desert and the Al Hajar 
Mountains, the highest mountain range in the eastern Arabian 
Peninsula, to reach the beaches of Fujairah. After another stage 
suited for the sprinters (Nakheel Stage), the riders faced the 
Hatta climb (The Westin Stage) then came back to Dubai for the 
last race day. The final sprint was settled in a new venue in the up 
and coming Business Bay area.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The 2016 Dubai Tour covered Dubai, Sharjah, 
Ras Al Khaimah and Fujairah

•  Legendary footballer Diego Armando Maradona 
took part in the opening and award ceremonies

•  The 2016 Tour marked the fourth edition of the 
season opening race and featured 16 pro teams 
and 128 riders

• It featured four stages covering 676 km

•  Broadcast across the UAE and MENA with 23 
hours of live programming 

•  Broadcast to 167 channels worldwide with over 
440 hours of broadcast time 

• 35 million contacts delivered on Eurosport 

• 180 accredited local and international media 

Dubai Tour
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One of the longest standing sporting events on the Dubai 
calendar, the Dubai Duty Free Tennis Championships is one  
of the most eagerly anticipated annual events in Dubai and  
one of the most popular tournaments on the international  
tennis circuit. 

Now in its 24th year, the 2016 edition was held from 15-27 
February 2016 at the Dubai Duty Free Tennis Stadium. The 
tournament ran with non-stop action commencing with the USD 
2,500,000 WTA Premier 5 Event, followed by the 24th staging of 
the USD 2,500,000 ATP 500 tournament. The roll call of players 
who have participated and won both the men’s and women’s 
tournaments (the latter of which began in 2001) reads like a 
‘who’s who’ of tennis stars – Goran Ivanisevic, Juan Carlos 
Ferrero, Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal, Martina Hingis, Amelie 
Mauresmo and Justine Henin have all taken part over the years.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Stan Wawrinka held off a valiant challenge from 
Marcos Baghdatis to win 6-4 7-6 (13) to claim his 
first Dubai Duty Free Tennis Championships title

•  It was Wawrinka’s 13th career title, his second 
of the year and the win was his ninth straight 
triumph in a final

•  The event attracted 106 players from 33 
countries and brought in over 106,000 
spectators for 2 weeks

 

•  The event generated a gross media advertising 
value of USD 830 million and had a global TV 
audience of 1 billion 

•  A total of 3,461 hours of dedicated TV broadcast 
coverage aired across 65 countries during 
men’s week and 2,645 hours of broadcast 
coverage aired across 50 countries during 
women’s week 

Dubai Duty Free Tennis Championships
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The biggest sporting and social occasion on Dubai’s Calendar 
of events, the USD 30,000,000 race was held at Meydan 
Racecourse on 26 March 2016. International horses from 
13 countries galloped towards the total prize money of USD 
30,000,000 across 9 races. 

The Dubai World Cup Carnival, worth USD 40,000,000 in prize 
money, runs annually from January to March and is a season of 
high-class international race days contested by the most high-
profile owners, trainers, horses and jockeys in the world. Spread 
across 11 race days this year, the Dubai World Cup Carnival led to 
the season-ending Dubai World Cup sponsored by Emirates.

Headlining the 2016 edition was Grammy-award winning, multi-
platinum selling singer-songwriter Janet Jackson, who returned 
to the stage after a four-month hiatus. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The iconic Meydan racecourse is the  
world’s largest integrated racing facility,  
with a Grandstand seating capacity for more 
than 60,000 

•  California Chrome’s victory procession for the 
United States in the World Cup capped the best 
night of racing in the six years that the UAE’s 
premier racing facility has been open  
for business

Dubai World Cup
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The 2016 Dubai Professional Squash Association (PSA) 
World Series Finals saw the world’s eight best male and 
female players compete in a five-day squash extravaganza to 
determine who lifted the final title of the 2015/2016 season and 
claim one of the sport’s most lucrative prizes – a share of the 
USD 160,000 prize fund. 

Only the top eight players on the ‘PSA Road to Dubai Standings’ 
qualified for the prestigious event, with points accrued based on 
performances at World Series tournaments. The tournament 
was staged at a state-of-the-art squash court, constructed in 
Burj Park, in front of the iconic Burj Khalifa and against the 
spectacular backdrop of the Downtown Dubai skyline. 

Egyptian men’s World Number One Mohamed El Shorbagy, 
French World Champion Gregory Gaultier, Malaysia’s eight-
time female World Champion Nicol David and England’s World 
Number One Laura Massaro, plus many more, descended on  
Burj Park venue for what turned out to be a thrilling contest.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The lucrative tournament will continue to be 
held in Dubai for the next two years – ensuring 
that the event will continue to inspire stars  
of the future

•  The event saw 16 players from  
8 countries competing

•  Achieved broadcast coverage for 212 hours 
reaching a worldwide audience of 779,880

•  The PSA Dubai World Series Finals earned  
a total media value of USD 6,900,000 

Dubai PSA World Series Finals
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Celebrated annually on 2nd December, UAE National Day  
is a national holiday replete with patriotic activities and events. 
In 2015, with Martyr’s Day dovetailing with the National Day 
weekend, Dubai marked both occasions through family-centric 
social and cultural activities that highlighted the successes  
of the UAE’s founding fathers as well as the sacrifices of its 
armed forces. 

To mark the occasion of the 44th National Day, Dubai Tourism 
and Dubai World Trade Centre collaboratively organised the 
official celebrations at Business Bay’s Dubai Design District, 
and gathered crowds from all over the UAE for a spectacular 
watershow. Malls around Dubai organised parades, Dubai Police 
presented band performances and sound and light shows, flash 
mobs and National Day fashion shows spread a celebratory 
spirit of unity in the emirate. BOXPARK hosted graffiti artists, 
who created live UAE-themed artwork, whilst entertainment 
destination Global Village staged a series of cultural events. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The official ‘Spirit of the Union’ celebrations 
were held at Business Bay, behind Dubai  
Design District

•  Dubai Culture and Arts Authority organised a 
number of activities to be staged at Al Mankhool 
Public Library, including theatrical events; 
a children’s corner offering recreational 
activities; a puppet theatre; a recital by young 
poets showing their love for the UAE; an 

environmentally-friendly Dolls Workshop,  
a traditional fashion show for children, henna 
and a showcase of traditional food

•  Dubai SME also hosted the second edition  
of the National Market, which represents  
a platform for local vendors to display their 
handmade products, giving visitors a glimpse  
of the Emirati culture and traditions

UAE National Day 
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Dubai welcomed Eid Al Fitr 2016 with a long weekend (6 – 9 
July) packed full of entertainment for all the family to enjoy. The 
weekend featured performances at Dubai World Trade Centre 
by Saudi singer Rashid Al Majid, who made a comeback with his 
first concert in 7 years, performing all his hits from the ’80s and 
’90s, as well as Kuwaiti singer Nawal, who serenaded her fans 
with classics and songs from her new album. 

The long weekend also featured to MTV India Undivided, a 
musical extravaganza at Dubai World Trade Centre featuring 
talent from India and Pakistan, and The Pirates of Arabia at 
Zabeel Park, a local production about hidden treasures and 
true friendships on the high seas inspired by the Pirates of the 
Caribbean franchise.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Eid in Dubai attracts an influx of visitors  
from around the region, especially from KSA 
and Oman

•  Staycationers from nearby emirates also visited 
the city to take advantage of hotel deals, city-
wide sales, extended mall hours and a plethora 
of entertainment and lifestyle activities targeted 
at the entire family 

Eid in Dubai
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Taking place each November, Dubai Motor Festival celebrated 
its third edition in 2015, reflecting the city’s love for automobiles 
and offering motor sports lovers an extensive range of motor-
related activities, ranging from the Dubai Grand Parade and 
Marques D’Elegance, to Dubai International Motor Show (DIMS), 
Motor Village and Dubai International Rally. 

Each year the festival welcomes automobile fanatics from across 
the world, as well as VIPs and top global media representatives. 
In 2015, Dubai International Motor Show, considered the main 
highlight of Dubai Motor Festival, welcomed 108,357 attendees 
over five days in its 13th edition.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Dubai Motor Show 2015 welcomed  
108,357 attendees

•  The show exhibited 40 years of the most  
iconic cars ever made in the Motoring  
Nostalgia Museum

•  Dubai International Motor Show was the biggest 
and most action-packed show in 13 years 

Dubai Motor Festival
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Year after year, Dubai amazes the world with its New Year’s Eve 
celebrations, from highlighting the architectural marvel that is 
the tallest building in the world, Burj Khalifa, to bringing people 
together to celebrate under a sky of splendid fireworks. 

The 2015 midnight celebrations kicked-off in Downtown 
Dubai with extravagant fireworks and a display of GCC flags 
projected on the iconic Burj Khalifa. Cultural elements including 
highlighting the UAE flag and flags of neighbouring countries 
across the GCC showcased the UAE’s harmonious culture and 
diversity. Celebratory fireworks at Downtown Dubai kicked off 
the celebrations at midnight, with the world-famous display at 
Burj Khalifa. A second display began at Burj Al Arab at 12.09am 
and then Jumeirah Beach Residence’s The Beach closed the 
fireworks display at 12.16am. The Burj Khalifa fireworks theme 
represented Dubai as a city of the future. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  A 10-minute fireworks display, synchronised 
to music at Atlantis, The Palm, followed by 
a display of the word ‘Atlantis’ in the sky 
mesmerised residents and visitors

•  Entertainment acts including fire breathers and 
acrobats across The Beach at Jumeirah Beach 
Residences in anticipation of the New Year were 
enjoyed by all

•  One of the biggest DJs in the world, David 
Guetta, joined Dubai revellers to ring in 2016 
with a memorable concert at Dubai Media  
City Amphitheatre 

•  Dutch superstar Martin Garrix descended 
on Dubai on NYE to headline the city’s finest 
spectacle at Meydan Racecourse. The event 
featured breath-taking views of the spectacular 
Burj Khalifa Fireworks, which lit up the Dubai 
sky as the year turned

New Year Dubai 
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Powered by xDubai and Dubai Tourism, xYoga Dubai Festival 
encompassed a two-day mega celebration of body and mind 
that took place at Burj Park Downtown Dubai from 19-20 
February 2016. Helping participants find balance between work 
and leisure, xYoga Dubai Festival is the first lifestyle event of 
its kind in the region, offering a series of free yoga sessions, 
workshops and talks for all ages and abilities, alongside a 
variety of live music sets and entertainment experiences for 
Dubai residents and visitors to enjoy. 

With sessions available for people of all ages and abilities, XYoga 
Dubai Festival hosted yoga classes such as Vinyasa Yoga and 
AcroYoga as well as meditation and healthy eating workshops 
for beginners, in addition to sessions for pre-trained instructors, 
pregnant women, children, the elderly and more. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  More than 20,000 people attended and 
participated in the event 

•  25 fully booked sessions over the course of  
two days

•  Opening with a mass yoga session headlined 
by Bollywood sensation Shilpa Shetty and yoga 
guru Suneel Singh for close to 10,000 yogis

•  Session with Guinness World Record’s oldest 
certified yoga instructor – 97-year old Tao 
Porchon-Lynch

•  Spectacular show at the Dubai Fountain with 
stand up paddle board star Dashama Konah

•  High-energy session on and off the mat with US 
star Sadie Nardini, one of the most in-demand 
yoga instructors in the world

XYoga Dubai 
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The eighth edition of Emirates Classic Car Festival was held in 
Downtown Dubai this year, attracting car lovers from all over 
the GCC, from 24 - 27 March 2016. Bigger and better than ever, 
the festival saw, classic cars, motorbikes and trucks, some 
over 100 years old, take centre stage on Mohammed Bin Rashid 
Boulevard in Downtown Dubai. 

Thousands of spectators visited the 4-day spectacle, which was 
also attended by Patrick Rollet, President of the Fédération 
Internationale des Véhicules Anciens (FIVA). Rollet’s attendance 
at this year’s edition highlighted FIVA’s recognition and support 
of Emirates Classic Car Festival as the Middle East’s premier 
showcase of classic cars. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The impressive line-up of over 350 classic cars, 
motorbikes and trucks, some over 100 years old 

•  The festival also included an exclusive 
photography exhibition titled “ECCF Through the 

Lens of Dave Saunders” and movie screenings 
of classic cars, as well as live restorations  
of a 1926 Ford Model T Coupe and 1974 Honda  
CB 550

Emirates Classic Car Festival
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Colourful kites descended over the emirate from 17 – 19 March 
2016, as residents and visitors gathered at Jumeirah Beach 
to celebrate Dubai International Kite Festival (DIKF). Now in 
its second year, the festival brought together the emirate’s 
multinational community to enjoy some family fun and creativity. 
Keeping in line with the sustainable development vision of Dubai, 
the event was designed as a green event focusing on consideration 
for the environment and respect for natural resources. 

The festival featured the Dubai International Sports Kite 
Championship, a kite flying sport competition associated with 
World Sport Kite Championships (WSKC) and governed by IRBC 
regulations, as well as Manja Kite Fight, Synchronised Kite 
Flying, Kite Surfing, Kite Buggying, Kite Boarding and Night Kite 
Flying, which lit up the beachside with floating lights.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Guinness World Record event attempt with 
15,000 people at 15 different locations across 
Dubai setting off kites during the festival

•  DIKF 2016 featured for the first time in Dubai a 
kite flying sport competition governed by WSKC 
and IRBC regulations. Aimed at promoting 

the sport across the GCC, the competition 
established a regulatory authority for the sport 
and sets the foundation to host a World Kite 
Flying competition in Dubai later

Dubai International Kite Festival
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The popular 13-day festival featured over 314 races of varying 
distances involving camels of different ages and breeds at  
Al Marmoom Camel Racetrack from 20 March – 1 April 2016. 

With over AED 125,000,000 on offer in prize money, the heritage 
extravaganza is believed to be the biggest ever staged in the  
GCC region.

Al Gaffal Traditional 60ft Dhow Race celebrates the sheer 
majesty of boats, as well as the legacy of the pearl divers for 
whom they were an essential asset during the dawn of Dubai 
as a successful trading port. Approximately 200 boats set out 
to take to the seas on 21 May 2016, all hoping to grab the AED 
5,000,000 prize and the prestige of a hard-fought race. 

The race, hosted by Dubai International Marine Club, started at 
Sur Bu Na’air, some 50 nautical miles off the coast. This small, 
uninhabited island encapsulates the romance and historical 
significance of the event, as it was here that pearl fleets would 
historically stop to allow crew members to see loved ones after 
months of toil at sea. Such toil was replicated to some extent 
during Al Gaffal, or “The Return”, as competitors had to be at 
full tilt for eight hours as the race passed Moon Island, before 
finishing at the Burj Al Arab.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  A staggering number of more than 11,000  
racing camels from across the GCC vied for 
grand prizes that included luxury 4WDs and 
cash prizes

•  Robot jockeys give the sport a modern twist: 
extremely lightweight and costing a mere AED 
1,500, the remote control jockey is equipped 
with a radio that allows the trainer to talk to 
highly-trained camels and issue instructions on 
how fast or slow they should run

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The 26th Al Gaffal Traditional 60ft Dhow Race 
featured top-quality dhows from the UAE, GCC 
and beyond

•  Zilzal, owned by His Highness Sheikh Hamdan 
Bin Mohammad Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown 
Prince of Dubai, and led by Skipper Marwan 
Abdullah Mohammad Al Marzouqi, emerged  
as winner of the race 

Al Marmoom Heritage Festival Al Gaffal
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Held in partnership with Dubai Design District (d3), the second 
edition of the annual Dubai Design Week was held on 27-30 
October 2015 under the patronage of Her Highness Sheikha 
Latifa bint Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-Chairman 
of Dubai Culture & Arts Authority. 

Dubai Design Week aims to encourage the growth of the design 
community in Dubai, as well as establish a global meeting point 
for the international design community. Dubai Design Week was 
supported by Dubai Culture and Arts Authority (DCAA), as well  
as Dubai Design and Fashion Council (DDFC). 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  As part of Dubai Design Week, Dubai’s first 
celebration of design and innovation, the city 
staged more than 100 events over six days

•  The festival attracted 10,000 visitors over  
six days 

•  Brilliant Beirut, the first in a new annual series 
of iconic city exhibitions, explored the impact 
of local urban dynamics in the areas of design, 
production and creative culture

•  Dubai Design Week featured Global Grad Show, 
showcasing the most innovative post-graduate 
projects from the world’s foremost design 
universities 

•  Dubai Design Week featured over 90 exhibitors 
from 25 different countries 

•  For the first time this year, Dubai Design  
Week included ‘Destination’, an initiative which 
brought six international design weeks along 
with three of their leading young brands to 
Dubai for the first time

Dubai Design Week
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Held for the past 12 years in the emirate, Dubai International 
Film Festival (DIFF) descended on the city for eight days  
in December 2015. The festival attracts film lovers from  
around the world to celebrate Arabic and international cinema 
and filmmakers. 

Reaffirming DIFF’s position as a leading international film festival 
and hub for filmmaking in the region, Condé Nast Traveler 
magazine featured DIFF 2015 in their list of the world’s top 15 film 
festivals for the second year running. DIFF earned its spot on 
the magazine’s hot list as a platform to discover the best in Arab 
cinema and an exciting destination to mingle with A-list stars. 

Stemming from its aim to develop a thriving film culture 
within the region, DIFF provides greater opportunities for Arab 
filmmakers and offers an invaluable cultural benefit to the people 
of Dubai and the UAE.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Attended by over 3,300 industry representatives 
and film professionals in 2015

•  The 12th Dubai International Film Festival 
showcased 134 feature films, shorts and 
documentaries from 60 countries, including 55 
world and international premieres, 46 MENA 
premieres, 11 Middle East premieres and 17 
GCC premieres

•  Year on year, DIFF strives to support the  
growth of Arab cinema, screening an 
impressive line-up of more than 70 films 
from the region and joining forces with 
industry partners to promote local film with 
the #SupportArabCinema campaign that was 
launched during last year’s festival

Dubai International Film Festival 
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Established in 2009 by a royal decree issued by His Highness 
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and 
Prime Minister of the United Arab Emirates and Ruler of Dubai, 
Emirates Airline Festival of Literature aims to foster a culture 
of reading in the UAE and encourage children and young people 
to enjoy literary pursuits. 

Emirates Airline Festival of Literature took place from the 1-12 
March 2016, with the main part of the programme and Education 
Day taking place at the InterContinental Hotel, Dubai Festival City. 
The festival provided a platform for panel discussions, in-depth 
interviews, poetry readings, debates, workshops and master 
classes featuring authors from all over the world. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The 2016 festival welcomed more than 170 
writers, thinkers and speakers from 35 
countries – and saw the attendance of more 
than 40,000 visitors

•  Highlights include: A talk with British politician-
turned-author Michael Dobbs, whose book was 
the inspiration behind Netflix’s House of Cards; 

a Q&A with Astronaut Chris Hadfield, who is the 
first Canadian to take a spacewalk, and the first 
to record a music video from space as well as 
a literary cruise featuring a talk from eminent 
British philosopher AC Grayling 

Emirates Airline Festival of Literature
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Held in the beautiful Al Fahidi Historical Neighbourhood,  
the 6th edition of Dubai Culture’s flagship arts and cultural 
initiative, SIKKA Art Fair, took place in March 2016. SIKKA Art 
Fair is an integral part of Dubai Art Season, the city’s umbrella 
arts initiative. 

SIKKA highlights the UAE’s talent and is the first-of-its-kind 
commissioned visual arts and performing arts programme in 
the Middle East. The collectives that participated in SIKKA Art 
Fair 2016 explored a variety of art forms including video art, 
printmaking and an eclectic selection of music.

SIKKA

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  SIKKA hosted an array of art installations  
from The Lumiere Collective by Shereen 
Saifudeen and Swapna Kurup, Liana Shengelaia 
and Thea Shengelaia as well as Zara Mahmood 
and Nabil Qizilbash

•  SIKKA featured works by renowned artists 
including Joshua Watts, Mohammad 
Shabanpoor, Azza Alqubaisi, Kevin Badni, 

Cristiana De Marchi, Fatima Alawadhi, 
Katarzyna Dzikowska, Ali Hussain Merza,  
Mays Albaik, Amna Jawad, Julia Townsend, 
Matthew Ryder, Sarab Johkadar, Marwan 
Karout, Malda Smadi, Flounder Lee, Maha 
Shahin and Hendrik Wahl

•  SIKKA included workshops on oil paintings, 3-D 
portraiture, light painting and puppetry

Dubai Festivals and Events
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Design Days Dubai, the Middle East and South Asia’s only 
collectable design fair, presented an insightful and inspiring 
public programme of special projects, talks, workshops and 
guided tours and was held this year in Downtown Dubai from  
14 – 18 March 2016. 

Design Days Dubai showcased over 750 limited edition and 
unique furniture pieces, featuring recurring participants such 
as Carpenters Workshop Gallery (UK/France/USA), Victor Hunt 
Designart Dealer (Belgium), Art Factum Gallery (Lebanon) and 
Gallery S. Bensimon (France), all the while welcoming new 
designers including J.C.T Haute Couture Interiors (France), Camp 
Design Gallery (Italy), Barcelona Design Gallery (Spain) and Dutch 
Creative Industry (The Netherlands). 

The event saw first-time participations by Monogram and  
M.A.D Gallery (Dubai), Samovar and Loulwa Al-Radwan (Kuwait), 
Vick Vanlian and Georges Amatoury Studio (Lebanon), Aisha  
Al-Sowaidi (Qatar), King Abdulaziz Center (Saudi Arabia) and  
Kalo (Sharjah).

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The 2016 edition attracted a record 13,500 
people and featured 185 designers from 
37 countries, with more than 750 pieces of 
collectible design on display

•  Highlights of the event included ‘Victor Hunt: 
Festival of Light’, which was curated by Victor 
Hunt DesignArt Dealer to promote technology-
driven collectible lighting devices, and Mad 

about Marble – another exhibition series where 
designers showcased how to work with the 
noble material

•  The event helped reinforce Dubai’s position as 
the regional centre of design, with a record 50 
percent of design on display from the UAE and 
MENASA region

Design Days Dubai
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Art Dubai is the leading international art fair across the MENA 
and South Asia region. This year was the tenth edition of the fair, 
with three central programmes: 

Modern and Contemporary, showcasing masters from the region, 
as well as Marker, a curated section that focuses on a particular 
theme or geography. Hosted under the Patronage of His Highness 
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and 
Prime Minister of the United Arab Emirates and Ruler of Dubai, 
the annual event presented a diverse line-up of more than 90 
galleries from the UAE and around the world. Over the last 10 
years, Art Dubai has become the meeting point for artists and art 
enthusiasts across the region and the globe. The event took place 
from 14 – 16 March 2016 at Madinat Jumeirah.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The tenth edition of Art Dubai attracted a record 
27,516 visitors

•  The fair featured 95 museums, curators and 
institutions in attendance from across the 
world, and many brought groups of curators and 
museum boards and patrons

•  Over 2,000 attended the Global Art Forum – the 
highest attendance to date

•  Nearly 1,000 students visited the fair through 
the fair’s schools and colleges programme; 560 
children participated in the children’s Sheikha 
Manal Little Artists Program

Art Dubai
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The largest gaming event in the Middle East, Games 15 focused 
on offering visitors early access to the latest games and demos 
from many leading games publishers like Sony PlayStation and 
xBOx, giving fans a chance to experience games well ahead of 
their release dates while also participating in competitions  
and tournaments. 

The 2015 edition of the event took place at Dubai International 
Marine Club from 10-12 September 2015 and saw a major upgrade 
with a collaboration with ESL, the world’s biggest eSports 
company, hosting some of the largest global tournaments and 
offering international tournament level cash prizes. 

The event also featured Video Games Live (VGL), an immersive 
concert event featuring music from the most popular video 
games of all time. Top orchestras and choirs performed 
along with exclusive video footage and music arrangements, 
synchronised lighting, solo performers, electronic 
percussionists, live action and unique interactive segments to 
create an explosive entertainment experience for fans of all ages.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Global teams from Electronic Sports League 
(ESL) met in head-to-head clashes of Counter 
Strike: Ghost Operative, competing for USD 
250,000 (AED 918,187) in prize money

•  Approximately 300,000 gaming fans watched 
the Games 15: Middle East semi-final clash 
between Swedish team Ninjas In Pyjamas  
and TSM from Denmark via the Twitch live 
online streaming service. The final was  
played out between Polish team Virtus-Pro  
and TSM

Games 15
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Since 1996, Dubai Shopping Festival has offered visitors 
and residents a shopping and entertainment extravaganza 
with mega discounts, raffles, heritage and concert events, 
blockbuster comedy shows and fun activities for the young 
and old alike. The month-long festival, which took place from 
1 January – 2 February 2016, featured 150 city-wide events 
and activities organised under the theme of ‘Unwrap The 
Exceptional’, with visitors being offered the opportunity to 
rediscover their sense of wonder, happiness and excitement. 

Dubai Shopping Festival was brought to life at Global Village, 
showcasing retail delights and activities from around the world 
in national pavilions. With an exciting line-up of entertainment 
options ranging from free concerts and street food from around 
the world, to thrilling theme park rides, Global Village has made 
its mark as the definitive Dubai Shopping Festival attraction. In 
addition, extensive events and promotions at the city’s leading 
malls, including The Dubai Mall, Deira City Centre, Burjuman, 

Deira City Centre, Ibn Battuta Mall, 
Festival Waterfront Centre, Lamcy Plaza, 
Dragon Mart, Wafi Mall, Mercato Shopping 
Mall, Lulu Village and Lulu Hypermarket, 
captured the family spirit of the event 
with cartoon shows organised alongside 
fashion events. Dubai Shopping Festival 
also included Market Outside the Box 
(OTB), which provided a platform to 
local vendors to showcase designs and 
products to Dubai’s discerning shoppers. KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Dubai Shopping Festival featured 150 city-wide 
events and activities organised under the theme 
of ‘Unwrap The Exceptional’

•  Shopping malls across Dubai enjoyed up to 12% 
growth in business

•  Dubai’s electronics sector witnessed a 15-20% 
rise in sales

• 15% increase in sales in the automotive sector

Dubai Shopping Festival 
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Organised by Dubai Festivals and Retail Establishment (DFRE), 
the annual Dubai Food Festival (DFF) is known for being the only 
citywide food festival in the Middle East. Highlighting Dubai’s 
position as a gastronomic destination, this year’s festival 
offered residents and visitors alike a peek into the emirate’s 
unique food scene, as well as the opportunity to indulge in 
world-class dining experiences and enjoy some exciting 
gastronomy events and promotions. The event took place from 
25 February – 11 March 2016. 

The Etisalat Beach Canteen, which was located at Kite beach, 
became the main hub of the entire foodie celebration, operating 
both as a place to visit in its own right, and also as a spot to pick 
up tickets and sample some of DFF’s other offerings. Australian 
celebrity chefs George Calombaris, Gary Mehigan, Manu Fieldel, 
Matt Moran and Shannon Bennett were featured as part of the 
festival to the delight of the many MasterChef Australia fans.

There were also events that featured popular music bands, 
fitness classes that offered HIIT and Pilates, as well as food 
trucks like Milo & Hector’s, Happy Maki, The Cheese Truck, Big 
Apple Hotdogs, and Bangwork – all taking place at Burj Park.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Over 70,000 visited Etisalat Beach Canteen,  
the festival’s unique hub, over 17 days 

•  Thousands of food enthusiasts enjoyed 
delectable dishes at the first-ever Dubai 
Restaurant Week

•  The festival featured 10 key activations and 750 
participating restaurants and outlets, making it 
the largest and most diverse event of its type in 
the region

Dubai Food Festival 
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Held in October and April, Fashion Forward (FFWD) is Dubai’s 
signature event for the fashion industry, showcasing local 
talent and staging talks by the industry’s leading experts and 
trendsetters. In line with traditional industry showcases, the 
event is held twice a year to reflect Spring/Summer and Fall/
Winter fashion trends. FFWD is anchored by catwalk shows 
and presentations by the best couture, ready-to-wear and 
accessories designers in the Middle East, but also hosts ‘The d3 
Fashion Talks’, a must-attend series of talks that aims to foster 
industry discussion with the aim of taking the industry to the 
next level. 

The Spring/Summer edition, held in October 2015 at Madinat 
Jumeirah, presented the works by Starch Foundation, Zaroon 
by Zareena, Endemage, Madiya Al Sharqi, and House of Nomad, 
as well as talks by industry trailblazers Huda Kattan and Nadine 
Kanso. It also featured sessions with international industry 
leaders John Williams, course leader at London College of 

Fashion and editor of Pigeons & Peacocks 
magazine; global brand president of M.A.C 
Cosmetics Karen Buglisi Weiler; and 
Imran Ahmed, founder and chief executive 
of industry news portal The Business of 
Fashion. The Fall/Winter edition, which 
took place from 31 March – 3 April 2015 
at the event’s new home in Dubai Design 
District (d3), offered a platform for design 
students and emerging designers to 
exhibit and network alongside industry 
stalwarts Taller Marmo, Kristina 
Fidelskaya, Bouguessa, Bint Thani, Daneh, 
and Hussein Bazaza. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  FFWD Fall/Winter edition held at Hai d3, 
featured 39 regional designers to an array  
of international buyers, speakers, influencers 
and attendees

•  FWD alumni Womenswear designers Bashar 
Assaf, Mira Hayek, Bouguessa, Bint Thani 
and Reem Al Khanal, along with menswear 
designers Emperor 1688 and Mashael Alrajhi 
were nominated for the International Woolmark 
Prize 2016/17, one of the most coveted designer 
awards in fashion

Fashion Forward 
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One of the most popular festivals in Dubai and the region, Dubai 
Summer Surprises (DSS) is geared towards families, shoppers 
and those looking to enjoy the hospitality sector’s deals. Since 
its launch in 1998, DSS has been one of the city’s summer 
highlights, attracting residents and visitors alike. 

Not only does Dubai Summer Surprises offer the unexpected  
for shoppers and families, it also promotes Dubai as the  
perfect summer getaway. In 2015, DSS, under the slogan  
’45 days of summer’, put on show a diverse range of events  
and activities ranging from performances for children, to 
celebrity appearances, to world premieres, to summer 
promotions and rewards. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Participation of more than 6,000 stores 

•  In 2015, Jaden and Willow Smith, as well as 
Nancy Ajram made appearances. 

•  Global entertainment concepts including Bugs 
Bunny, Tweety & Sylvester, Power Rangers, 

Sonic the Hedgehog and Gumball launched 
their world premieres at the 2015 summer 
extravaganza, making it a power-packed event 
for children during the summer holidays

Dubai Summer Surprises 
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BBC Good Food Show was held outside the UK for the  
first time in the show’s 25-year history, as part of the Winter 
Festival in Dubai at Dubai World Trade Centre (DWTC)  
in December 2015. 

The event brought five celebrity chefs – British chef James 
Martin; English celebrity baker Paul Hollywood; Food Network 
UK star Andy Bates; British star chef Silvena Rowe (who has 
three restaurants in Dubai); and highly acclaimed chef Atul 
Kochhar, who is the first Indian chef with a restaurant to earn 
a Michelin star – to entertain audiences with a combination of 
mouth-watering flavours, kitchen anecdotes and essential tips 
and advice. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The show provided a platform for amateur chefs 
within categories including home cooking, as 
well as casual and fine dining awards

•  The show also offered a platform for more than 
80 seasonal and regional producers to display 
their wares 

BBC Good Food Show
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In its’ 5th year, Middle East Film and Comic Con took place at 
Dubai World Trade Centre (DWTC) from the 7 – 9 April 2016. 
Attracting over 50,000 visitors over three days, the event saw 
20% of its attendees come from outside the UAE. 

Boasting 50 international celebrity guests, 337 artists and 
exhibitors, cool activations, world famous Cosplay and various 
amounts of things to see and do, it is one of the biggest pop-
culture festivals in the region. It is one of the city’s most hotly 
anticipated events and has emerged as a symbol of the region’s 
appetite for pop-culture events. 

This year also saw the 2nd edition of the Access B2B conference.
The business forum, which is developed in association with LIMA, 
the International Licensing Industry Merchandisers’ Association, 
sees discussions on the latest trends in licensing, IP protection 
and regional retail.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  For the second year in a row, Middle East Film 
and Comic Con has been recognised as the Best 
Exhibition (Consumer and Trade) at the Annual 
Middle East Event Awards

•  Some of the celebrities who visited this year 
include Nikolaj Coster-Waldau from the 
Game of Thrones TV series; former president 
and chairman of Marvel Comics Stan Lee; 
Christopher Lloyd of Back to the Future fame 
and WWE Superstar Randy Orton 

Middle East Film and Comic Con
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The end of 2015 saw the launch of a 10 day marathon of laughs – 
Dubai Comedy Festival (DCF). Comedians from across the globe 
gathered in Dubai from 15 – 24 October 2016 to bring laughter 
and joy to Dubai’s residents and visitors. 

The festival was representative of Dubai’s global event standards, 
as well as its diverse and multicultural population with a global 
line up of A-list comedians, like Dave Chappelle and Trevor Noah, 
performing on the same stage as familiar faces from the Middle 
East’s comedy circuit such as Bader Saleh and Ali Al Sayed. DCF 
was a festival that allowed local and regional talent to learn from 
and perform alongside their global comedic heroes.

Five of India’s top comedians, led by Nitin Mirani, took to the 
stage at the popular Desi Invasion show, which appealed to 
expats and visitors alike. The festival featured around 33 shows 
showcasing diverse facets of humour, including stand-up, 
children’s comedy, street performances and theatrical comedy, 
providing a global platform for world-class talents specialising 
in various comedic styles. 

The closing weekend kicked off with ‘The Etisalat Family Day’ 
with Mac King, who received a standing ovation from the festival’s 
youngest audience for his comedy-infused magic show. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  30,000 tourists visited the festival over  
10 days, attending around 33 shows

•  Performing celebrities including  
Dave Chappelle, Trevor Noah, Hannibal  
Burress and Jerrod Carmichael firmly put  
Dubai on the international comedy circuit 

•  Nitin Mirani added a burst of Bollywood and 
romance to the festival, with an impromptu 
proposal at the end of his act

•  The ”Dubai 3al Wagef” show gave regional 
comedians the chance to perform in front of a 
live audience, hosted by Emirati Comedian Ali 
Al Sayed, the packed hall was in fits of laughter 
throughout the programme.

•  Providing the opportunity for local comedians 
to meet international comedic stars was a 
highlight for both the comedians and organisers

Dubai Comedy Festival 
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Dubai Music Week (DMW 2015), which took place from 23 – 25 
September 2015, hosted the leading exponents of pop, urban, 
rock, Arab and Latin music at a four-day event at Dubai World 
Trade Centre. 

The premier international music festival in the Middle East 
featured four main segments including concerts with an award-
winning line-up of A-list performers, celebrity guest speakers, 
master classes and an interactive entertainment village, which 
allowed music fans to hob-nob with celebrities and musicians. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Three concerts featured some of the world’s top 
international artists, including award-winning 
singer, songwriter and dancer Jason Derulo, 
who opened the festival, followed by Ellie 
Goulding and Thirty Seconds to Mars supported 
by some of the UAE’s biggest names in music

•  The newly set up DMW 2015 Entertainment 
Village, provided DJ sets, brand activations as 
well as a variety of food and beverage options  
to music fans 

•  The village hosted music and cutting-edge 
gaming experiences. Visitors also experienced 
brands and services covering entertainment, 
music instrument/education, e-commerce, 
audio equipment, art and lifestyle

Dubai Music Week
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Sponsored by Emirates NBD Bank, the Classics Series strives 
to cultivate the classical music and culture scene in Dubai. 
Emirates NBD Classics Series is a collective of concerts, 
presenting some of the world’s finest Western, Indian and 
Middle Eastern classical musicians. Six concerts were on offer 
as part of the fifth season, which features a “classical fusion” 
theme showcasing sounds from across the globe.

Hosted at Dubai Community Theatre & Arts Centre (Ductac), 
Dubai audience has already enjoyed performances by Ustad 
Shujaat Husain Khan, one of the greatest North Indian classical 
musicians of his generation, who played alongside George 
Brooks, a prolific and diverse saxophonist and composer, 
acclaimed for successfully bridging the worlds of jazz and Indian 
classical music; Ustad Rashid Khan, the great grandson of the 
legendary Ustad Inayat Hussain Khan Saheb, the founder of the 
Rampur Sahaswan Gharana and the multi-talented Hani Naser,  
a virtuoso percussionist and Oud player. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Dubai classical music lovers enjoyed the 
musical pairing of violinist Benjamin Schmid 
and pianist Ariane Haering; the distinct trio of 
American saxophonist and composer George 
Brooks, north Indian violinist and vocalist Kala 
Ramnath, and Dutch harp virtuoso Gwyneth 
Wentink, and a Sufi and fusion performance by 

Bikram Ghosh – a living tabla legend, known 
for his work with Indian classical stars Ravi 
Shankar, Aki Akbar Khan, V M Bhatt and Tatun 
Bhattacharya

Emirates NBD Classics Series
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The 2016 edition of World Classical Music Series commenced on 
14 January 2016 with a one-off performance of ‘Grand Operas, 
Great Voices’ at The One and Only Royal Mirage Hotel in Dubai. 

World-renowned French opera singers Delphine Haidan and 
Karine Deshayes performed a diverse repertoire, interpreting 
selections from some of the world’s most well-loved musical 
masterpieces. World Classical Music Series was founded as a 
partnership between Dubai Concert Committee (which previously 
hosted monthly events at Dubai Community Theatre  
& Arts Centre) and promoters M.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Now in its second year, five significant classical 
concerts have been hosted at the One & Only 
Royal Mirage featuring artists from Germany, 
France, Russia, the UK, Austria, Italy, Hungary, 
Romania and many more

•  With piano virtuoso Thomas Palmer 
accompanying, the set list for the 2016 edition 
featured the likes of Mozart, Rossini, Bizet, 
Delibes and Offenbach, running the gamut from 
classical to contemporary

World Classical Music Series
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After a sold out first edition in 2014, Sensation returned with 
a new show to Dubai on Friday October 30th 2015 to dazzle the 
enthusiastic audience.. The spectacular Meydan Racecourse 
was the backdrop for a gathering of over 15,000 people all 
dressed in white. 

The venue was transformed into a water world full of mysteries 
of the unexplored. The show welcomed six international DJs - 
resident Sensation DJ Mr White, Dutch duo East & Young, Dutch 
DJs Quintino and Sander van Doorn, French DJ Martin Solveig 
and Belgian DJ Yves V. The event brought thousands of music 
aficionados, all united in white, who celebrated and enjoyed 
unparalleled visuals, dazzling lasers, fireworks and acrobatic acts

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  56% of total attendees were international 
visitors, predominantly from Saudi Arabia  
and Kuwait 

•  Ten containers were shipped from Amsterdam 
2 months prior to build the show, including the 
100m stage

• The largest electronic music event in the region

Sensation Dubai 
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The award-winning Piknic Electronik took place at the Address Montgomerie from 23 January - 2 April 2016. 
An innovative monthly event, it brought the best of electronic music to entertain audiences. The 2016 event 
featured an extensive line-up of artists and a great outdoor venue. 

The artist line-up at Piknic Electronik Dubai included international, regional and local electronic DJs such as 
Kompakts Michael Mayer and Swedish DJ La Fleur. The festival also served as a platform for local artists to enter 
the international scene through an artist exchange programme with Piknic Electronik cities around the world.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Piknic Electronik was awarded ‘The Hype Music 
and Nightlife Award 2015’ as it recognised the 
people and places who put their heart and soul 
into pushing the scene forward

•  La Fleur, a Swedish DJ based in Berlin, 
participated in her first ever Piknic Electronik  
in Dubai this year 

Piknic Electronik
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Disney favourites including The Little Mermaid, Aladdin and Toy 
Story came to musical life thanks to the Disney Live! Mickey’s 
Music Festival, featuring a full production of live music and 
dance performances. 

The four-day show ran from 6 – 9 April 2016 at Dubai World Trade 
Centre, with 25 cult cartoon characters including Mickey, Minnie, 
Donald, Goofy, Woody, Buzz and Jessie putting on 10 all singing 
and dancing shows for children and adults alike. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Classic Disney hits were remixed into hip hop, 
pop, swing, reggae, rock and country, giving the 
festival a more current feel

•  Highlights included a neon underwater scene 
and a funny rendition of Who Let the Dogs Out  
by Goofy

Disney Live!
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RedFest DxB is the Middle East’s biggest music festival. 
Launched in 2014 with headliners The Lumineers and Jessie J,  
it is now Dubai’s critically acclaimed number one music festival. 

Now in its third year, the weekend-long festival at Dubai Media City 
Amphitheatre was hosted on 11-12 February 2015 and included 
Steve Aoki, Rita Ora, Adam Lambert, The Vamps, Dawin, Grace, 
Nathalie Saba, Fifth Harmony, Eva Simons, Redfoo, Mista Jam, 
Trey Songz and Esther Eden.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  More than 15,000 fans braved the chilly evening 
weather to watch a cavalcade of acts – from 
divas and DJs to girl and boy bands and even an 
8 year old hula-hooper – take to the stage for a 
series of tight, fast-moving sets over three days

•  In 2014, festival headliner Jessie J toured 
schools in Dubai and was so impressed with 
Esther Eden’s talent that she invited her on 
stage to perform an original song. Two years 
later, the 17-year-old Dubai resident returned 
to the festival as an artist in her own right (now 
signed to Universal Music) to perform her debut 
single Phoenix 

Redfest DXB
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Launched in 2003 as a three-day mainstream jazz event, 
Emirates Airline Dubai Jazz Festival has grown into a mainstay 
of the Dubai music calendar. 

Opening the 2016 edition of the festival, held from 24 – 26 February, 
was US pop-rock group Toto, followed by trumpeter Chris Botti 
and British music legend Sting. American-Latin rock band Santana 
concluded the event with its distinctive “smooth” take  
on jazz music.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The 14th edition of the festival attracted more 
than 36,000 fans over three nights

•  The festival has drawn over 500,000 fans, 
and featured more than 450 shows since its 
inception in 2003 with people coming from 
across the UAE, GCC and around the world

Dubai Jazz Festival
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One of the largest live Bollywood events, The Times of India 
Film Awards (TOIFA) wrapped up with a full house on 18 March 
2016 at Dubai International Stadium in Dubai Sports City, with 
Bollywood stars Shah Rukh Khan, Varun Dhawan, Kareena 
Kapoor Khan and Jacqueline Fernandez taking part in the show. 

The Times of India Film Awards, owned by The Times of India 
Group – India’s largest media conglomerate – is a popular choice 
awards that felicitate outstanding movies and personalities in the 
Hindi Film Industry, and connects with Hindi film fans across the 
world through voting on the nomination categories to determine 
the winners. 

Comedians

RUSSELL PETERS

Comedian Russell Peters returned to Dubai for two stand-up shows at Dubai 
World Trade Centre on 19 – 20 January 2016 with all-new material from his 
show entitled Almost Famous which drew in crowds of over 7,000 people. 

DARA O’BRIAIN

The Irish mathematician/physicist turned stand-up comedian Dara O’Briain 
brought his Crowd Tickler show to Dubai World Trade Centre on 17 March 2016 
as part of Dubai’s 2016 St. Patrick’s Day events, celebrating with over 4,000 
attendees. 

ADAm HILLS

Comedy legend Adam Hills – award-winning Australian host of the UK’s The 
Last Leg and Adam Hills Tonight – was a headline performer, to crowds of over 
3,000, at Dubai World Trade Centre on 27 May 2016. 

mARC LOTTERING

South African comedian, Marc Lottering, brought his new show, Hashtag 
Lottering!, to Dubai on 25 May 2016 at DUCTAC, Mall of the Emirates. 

GABRIEL IGLESIAS

Renowned American comedian, actor, writer, producer and voice actor Gabriel 
Iglesias brought his ‘Fluffy’ show to Dubai World Trade Centre on 3 June 2016. 
Fluffy was so popular with the audiences from across the region that he added 
a 30-minute encore of old material, with keen fans finishing jokes for him.

www.117live.com

& presents

JUNE 3, 2016
Dubai World Trade Center

Dubai UAE

JUNE 8, 2016
AsiaWorld-Expo, Runway 11

Hong Kong

JUNE 6, 2016
The Star Performing Arts Centre

The Star Theatre - Singapore

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The event featured performances from 
Bollywood and Indian film superstars,  
with awards chosen by a special panel  
and a public vote

•  The show featured performances by  
India’s leading stars - Shah Rukh Khan,  
Varun Dhawan, Kareena Kapoor Khan  
and Jacqueline Fernandez

Times of India Film Awards 
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The comedy scene continues to grow in Dubai with the introduction of Dubai Comedy Festival and a steady 
stream of international comedians taking to the stage throughout the year.
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Young Presidents’ Organisation (YPO) is the world’s premier 
peer network of chief executives and business leaders, and the 
landmark annual event YPO EDGE 2016 was held at Dubai World 
Trade Centre over two days in March 2016. 

 It was the first time the event was held in the MENA region. YPO 
Edge attracted several high-profile speakers, including former 
Secretary-General of the United Nations Kofi Annan.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The event hosted more than 2,000 business 
leaders from more than 100 countries

•  Diane Nelson, Chief Service Officer, YPO-WPO, 
commended Dubai for its growth and planning 
while Scott Mordell, CEO, YPO-WPO, thanked 
Dubai for its support in staging the event and 
showcasing Dubai to an influential crowd

YPO Edge 2016
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The first international Women’s Forum meeting in the MENA 
region was held at Madinat Jumeirah Conference Centre in 
February 2016. Building on the theme “Let’s Innovate”, Global 
Women’s Forum Dubai was an unprecedented platform for 
developing workable strategies and lasting networks, and for 
inspiring women across all generations and geographies. 

The Forum included high-profile speakers such as Queen Rania of 
Jordan, Chilean president Michelle Bachelet, Mauritian president 
Ameenah Gurib-Fakim and Christine Lagarde, head of the 
International Monetary Fund. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Around 1,000 international delegates attended 
the event

•  Jacqueline Franjou, CEO, Women’s Forum for 
the Economy & Society, stated that “Global 

Women’s Forum Dubai was the first event of its 
kind - the first time the Women’s Forum for the 
Economy & Society came to this region.” The 
event was instrumental in “planning, developing 
strategies and creating alliances” 

Global Women’s Forum Dubai
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In August 2015, Dubai was the first city outside Asia to host the 
International Dragon Award (IDA), an international Chinese life 
insurance and financial services industry event that honours 
insurance and financial professionals. 

The award show is hosted internationally every two years 
and annually in a regional location. Dubai was chosen as the 
destination for IDA due to its standing as a tourist destination 
that caters to business and leisure visitors. The city’s strong air 
links to a number of regions and strong events and hospitality 
infrastructure also helped attract the event. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  6,000 professionals from over 80 countries 
attended the event in Dubai

•  Richard Wu, Chairman, 2015 IDA Annual 
Meeting, lauded Dubai’s “highest quality  
service standards”

International Dragon Award 2015
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Home to award-winning airline Emirates, Dubai is a leader in 
the global aviation sector, and The Dubai Airshow is a platform 
for leading professionals to come together and explore best 
practices, trends and new technology and products. 

It is one of the largest and most successful air shows in the 
world, connecting aerospace professionals across all areas of the 
industry to facilitate successful global trade. It took place from 8 – 
12 November 2015 at Dubai World Central.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

•  1,103 exhibitors from 61 countries catered to 
66,346 trade visitors

• The event recorded a $37.2 Billion Order Book

• 150 aircraft were on display at the show 

Dubai Airshow
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Support for Dubai’s events starts at the top and permeates 
throughout the emirate’s agencies and organisations. 
Recognising the value and unlimited potential of events as 
both a tool for economic diversification as well as a driver of 
social cohesion, Dubai’s visionary leadership – working closely 
with public and private sector partners – has put events at the 
forefront of the emirate’s growth strategy. 

Through the support of strategic directives, a growing list of 
government organisations and their various initiatives as well 
as an up-to-date and supportive regulatory framework, Dubai’s 
government has solidified the city’s reputation as a remarkable 
leisure and business destination, and is well on its way to 
shifting the city’s status from being a regional events hub to a 
world-leading events and entertainment destination.

Leading the way is Dubai’s Department of Tourism and 
Commerce Marketing (Dubai Tourism), the government’s 
tourism authority. Dubai Tourism acts as a facilitator for 
growth in all tourism sectors, harnessing the collective power 
of partners in the city and deepening engagement with relevant 
stakeholders in and outside the emirate. 

As the principal authority for the planning, supervision, 
development and marketing of the emirate’s tourism sector, 
Dubai Tourism also oversees the regulation, marketing and 
promotion of festivals and events. Specific Dubai Tourism units 
responsible for the emirate’s ever-growing events portfolio 
include Dubai Calendar, Dubai Business Events (DBE), and 
Dubai Festivals and Retail Establishment (DFRE). Collectively 
these agencies work closely together, as well as with other 
government organisations, private business and individuals 
across the emirate, to play a crucial role in helping to develop 
events that entertain and grow the local community, and draw 
visitors to the emirate from both the wider region and around 
the world. The mere presence of these agencies, among others, 
further exemplifies Dubai’s commitment to growing  
the festivals and events sector. 
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Events, along with family tourism and business tourism, 
form one of three key pillars in achieving these goals. 
Through Tourism Vision 2020, the emirate formally outlined 
the importance placed on events, as it set in motion the 
acceleration of existing government support for the events 
and festival sector Developments included online ticketing 
and permitting initiatives designed to consolidate approval 
processes and give global audiences access to real-time 
tickets, as well as the launch of large-scale government-
owned events and festivals. Dubai has also expanded and 
strengthened its work with venues, event owners, artists 
and its partners in the wider tourism industry to ensure a 
framework is in place to continually grow and develop  
Dubai’s events calendar.

Born out of the vision for a more dynamic events industry for 
the emirate, Dubai Calendar develops and oversees strategies 
and systems, as well as dedicated networks, to assist the events 
industry in Dubai. 

Dubai Calendar also helps to endorse and facilitate a multitude 
of events in Dubai throughout the year, ensuring the calendar 
is populated with a rich variety of events across all genres. 
Events that have seen a steady growth in numbers as well as 
international visitors with the support of Dubai Calendar year on 
year range from the annual Middle East Film & Comic Con, Dubai 
World Cup and Dubai Literature Festival, to new-to-Dubai events 
such as Sensation. 

Through various ways and at different levels, the portal supports 
a variety of events including Emirates Airline Jazz Festival, the 
Dubai Tour, Dubai Duty Free Tennis Championships, and the DP 
World Golf Championships. In addition, Dubai Calendar plays a 
key role in conceptualising events and festivals in the emirate, 
such as Dubai Food Festival and Dubai Comedy Festival. 

Through its online presence, www.
dubaicalendar.com Dubai Calendar is also 
the only reliable, bilingual source for the 
best events Dubai has to offer throughout 
the year - helping both residents and 
visitors plan and make the most of their 
free time in the city. 

Through their work, the Dubai Calendar 
team helps bring together government, 
consumer and industry to cement  
Dubai’s position as a world-class  
events destination.

Tourism Vision for 2020 Dubai Calendar

Dubai Government Support of Festivals and Events

In May 2013, Dubai announced its Tourism Vision for 2020 - a strategy that aims to treble the economic impact 
of tourism through doubling 2012’s visitor numbers to 20 million per year by the year 2020. Following this 
development, the city publicly announced a new ambition in 2014, to become the world’s most visited city. 
By all accounts, Dubai is on its way to achieving these ambitious targets. In 2015, Dubai welcomed over 14.2 
million overnight visitors and has witnessed a steady increase in guests since the strategy’s announcement, 
recording a strong 7.5% increase over 2014 – double the United Nations World Travel Organisation’s (UNWTO) 
projected 3-4% global travel growth for the same period. 

Known as the go-to-source of information on events taking 
place in the emirate, Dubai Calendar is that and so much more. 
A consumer-facing event information portal servicing both 
residents and tourists alike, Dubai Calendar is a division of 
Dubai Tourism which aims to inspire and grow Dubai’s events 
and festivals industry to reach new levels of excellence by 
supporting it through active promotion of key events to local and 
international markets throughout the year. 

DUBAI CALENDAR – BEHIND THE SCENES SUPPORT

•  Dedicated marketing campaigns to both  
local and international audiences

•  Dubai Calendar monthly event guide  
feature articles

• Free eventlisting on dubaicalendar.com 

•  Leveraging relationships with both the  
private and public sectors to enhance  
event experiences

•  Assistance with government licensing 
procedures

• Financial investment assistance 

DUBAI CALENDAR  
IS SOCIAL 
As the region’s social media 
penetration grows, so too does 
Dubai Calendar’s social media 
presence. Dubai Calendar’s  
social media communities include 
the following: 

466,318 Facebook fans 

325,000 Twitter followers 

63,300 Instagram followers 
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DBE’s growing international team of 27 professionals represents 
12 nationalities, offering free and impartial advice, guidance and 
support to international business event organisers in planning 
their meetings, incentives, conferences and exhibitions in Dubai. 
Simultaneously, DBE has expanded its global presence with six 
overseas offices - New York, London, Sao Paulo, Seoul, Shanghai 
and Beijing – in addition to its headquarters in Dubai.

As well as attending leading international industry events, 
growing its presence at the likes of IMEX in Frankfurt, IBTM in 
Barcelona, the Meetings Show in London and IMEX America, DBE 
also plays host to the world’s most influential industry thought 
leaders and meeting planners, including PCMA, IAPCO and ICCA, 
to raise awareness about Dubai and demonstrate what makes the 
city the most remarkable destination for international association 
conferences, corporate meetings and incentive trips. In addition, 
DBE runs a series of local initiatives such as the Al Safeer 
Ambassador Programme.

As a result, Dubai maintains parity with global cities and has 
rapidly grown as an elite business events hub, hosting a number 
of business events and 42 per cent of all association conferences 
in the region. 

In addition to organising the internationally-renowned Dubai 
Shopping Festival and Dubai Summer Surprises and the more 
recently added Dubai Motor Festival and Dubai Food Festival. 
DFRE is also the lead agency behind Ramadan in Dubai and  
Eid in Dubai - celebrations that showcase Dubai’s rich culture 
and heritage. 

Along with providing year-round entertainment, DFRE has also 
played a key role in the emirate’s economic development. DSF, 
as a key example, regularly attracts over 4.5 million visitors 
annually, who collectively spend up to 15 billion AED (4.083 billion 
USD) at Dubai retailers during the course of each festival.

Dubai Business Events - 
The Official Convention Bureau

Dubai Festivals & 
Retail Establishment

As a division of Dubai’s Department of Tourism and Commerce 
Marketing (Dubai Tourism), Dubai Business Events (DBE) 
has a mandate to establish Dubai as a premier business 
event destination by promoting the destination and attracting 
international meetings, incentives, conferences and exhibitions 
that can help grow economic development, jobs and knowledge 
creation in the emirate. A secondary goal for DBE is to grow 
Dubai into a global knowledge hub by showcasing its diverse 
offering across key sectors such as healthcare, technology, 
education, sustainable energy, transport, space and water. 

The leading agency for many of Dubai’s longest-standing and most widely-known events, Dubai Festivals & 
Retail Establishment (DFRE) was launched in 1996, backed by Dubai Tourism. With an aim to propel Dubai’s 
retail sector forward and add value to its tourism offering through the creation of Dubai Shopping Festival 
(DSF), DFRE plays a key role in positioning Dubai as a year-round global destination for family tourism, 
shopping and business.

NOTABLE EVENTS 
THAT HAVE BEEN 
WON OVER THE PAST 
TWELVE MONTHS 
INCLUDE:

•  NuSkin South East Asia Incentive 
group in 2017

•  World Tunnelling Congress  
in 2018

•  World Congress of Neurology  
in 2019

•  World Congress of Emergency 
Medicine in 2021

Dubai Government Support of Festivals and Events
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Dubai Culture supports many renowned festivals and events 
such as Emirates Airline Festival of Literature, Design Days 
Dubai, Dubai International Film Festival and Art Dubai. The newly 
announced Dubai Design Week will also be supported by Dubai 
Culture, in partnership with Dubai Design District. Through 
its work, Dubai Culture also supports grassroots cultural 
initiatives that complement its founding objectives by providing 
sponsorship, promotion and venues for budding artists.

In February 2015, Dubai Culture launched 
an interactive Mobile App that connects 
Dubai’s Arabian heritage with inspiring 
modernity. Geo-location enabled, the 
Dubai Culture App enables users to locate 
all key heritage and cultural sites in the 
city in line with the Smart Dubai vision.

The importance of d3 to the emirate’s economic and social 
development and, by virtue, its events industry cannot be 
understated. As part of an industry worth approximately USD 
2.3 trillion in 2015 globally, d3 provides a base for the growth of 
Dubai’s design and creative industry, its initiatives and, indeed, 
its events. In its early years, d3 has already supported a range 
of creative events in Dubai including Fashion Forward, and is 
home to new organisations such as Dubai Design and Fashion 
Council. Founded in 2014, the Council aims to raise the profile 
of Dubai as a regional and global fashion design hub, attracting 
design and fashion companies and institutions to the city with a 
view to them contributing to the sustainable development of the 
sector. In order to achieve these aims, the Council will oversee 
the establishment of both vocational and academic educational 
facilities in Dubai as well as creating an incubation facility to 
nurture talent, provide mentorship, training and access to 
resources and a year-round calendar of sector events.

Dubai Culture  
& Arts Authority Dubai Design District
Established in 2008 by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President of the UAE 
and Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai, Dubai Culture spearheads and supports the development of Dubai’s 
cultural and creative communities, positioning it as a nerve centre that shapes art and culture across  
the region. 

In 2013, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President of the UAE and Prime 
Minister and Ruler of Dubai, unveiled his vision to create a purpose-built design district that could nurture 
emerging local talent and provide a home for the region’s creative thinkers. The result is Dubai Design District 
(d3) which was inaugurated in early 2015. 

Dubai Government Support of Festivals and Events
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And it continues to grow. In 2016, DWTC opened its 15,500 square 
metre (166,800 square feet) extension to its current indoor 
complex space, taking the available multipurpose indoor event 
and exhibition capacity to over 122,000 square metres (over 
1.31 million square feet). Adjacent to the existing Zabeel Hall 
complex, three new halls - named Zabeel 4, 5 and 6 - will form 
the extension beyond Halls 1, 2 and 3. 

With the continued increase in demand for new shows, and year-
on-year scale-up of strategic events within the DWTC calendar, 
the custom-built flexible event space is expected to cater to 
the next five years of portfolio growth that will, in turn, support 
increases in Dubai’s business tourism traffic. This infrastructure 
expansion also supports improved diversity within the DWTC 
offering, and most specifically the ability to host more and 

more diverse events concurrently - both 
key pillars to fostering future business 
tourism growth - an important aspect of 
Dubai’s Tourism Vision 2020. 

Capitalising on gaining greater market 
share is part of the DWTC Authority’s 
three-pronged strategy which includes: 

•  Fostering growth through investments  
in capacity expansion

•  Delivering a richer and strategically 
diversified calendar 

•  Attracting international visitors  
and driving GDP impact

Dubai World Trade Centre

Since its inauguration in 1979, Dubai World Trade Centre (DWTC) has played a pivotal role in the growth 
of international business in the Middle East. As the region’s largest purpose-built complex for events and 
exhibitions - hosting 50 per cent of the Middle East’s business events - it is the epicentre for business tourism 
in the region, powering the business events sector and playing a major role in the growth of Dubai’s economy. 
The fully integrated venue attracts over 2.74 million visitors every year from 160 markets around the world.

Dubai Government Support of Festivals and Events
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Along with supporting and improving sports in the city the 
Council is also a leading organiser and supporter of Dubai’s 
sporting events. Through its work, Dubai Sports Council 
supports and sanctions events that include Dubai Sports 
World, the Standard Chartered Marathon and the Nike We 
Run Dubai 10K run, to name a few. Through this ongoing 
support, Dubai Sports Council lays the groundwork to 
create a comprehensive sports environment that meets the 
requirements of Dubai’s growing community. The Council is 
paving the way for youth to cultivate their sporting talents 
and aptitudes in a way that leads them to achieve outstanding 
national, regional and international results. 

Fostering a culture of sporting, activity and keeping the emirate 
moving is Dubai Sports Council. Founded in 2005, the council 
is chaired by His Highness Sheikh Hamdan Bin Mohammed Bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai.

Dubai Government Support of Festivals and Events

Dubai Sports Council
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e-Ticketing and e-Permit 

The system manages all applications, processes and licensing of 
events while at the same time acting as a centralised platform for 
the sale and distribution of tickets to these events. The platform 
applies to all areas within Dubai, including free-zones, and all 
entities holding, organising or managing events. Implementation 
of both systems is aimed at supporting and developing Dubai’s 
growing events sector as a pillar of the Tourism Vision for 2020. 
The channelling of all event ticketing and permitting requests 
through the e-platforms now allows Dubai Tourism to access 
event industry data, which is then analysed in an ‘Annual Industry 
Report’ and shared with event organisers, venues and ticketing 
agents allowing them visibility of the market and the right tools 
for more effective and strategic planning. The first ‘Annual 
Industry Report’ was released in July 2016 and can be found in 
the appendix of this submission. 

The platforms also align with Dubai’s Smart City initiative, 
launched by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum in early March 2014.

The e-Permit platform: 

Dubai’s online e-Permit platform has made applying for event 
permits significantly quicker and more efficient by removing 
the need to apply in person. Previously, it was a hotel or venue 
hosting an event that had to apply for the permit, but the new 
e-Permit platform means the event organiser is able to submit 
his/her own application, which has the added benefit of opening 
up direct communications between event stakeholders and Dubai 
Tourism. In addition, in an effort to streamline the process, rather 
than having to apply for separate permits from other government 
entities, such as Dubai Police, the new system allows for the 
issuance of a single permit that is universally recognised.

Since the start of November 2014, Dubai Tourism has registered 
582 venues, 350 organisers and 31,000 performers, and issued 
14,200 permits via the new platform. 

New Legislation and 
Processes for Putting on Events

As a robust economy with a growing events sector, Dubai and its 
leadership are continuously refining the emirate’s framework for 
organising and holding events.

Dubai Government Support of Festivals and Events
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Section 4
Community Support 

of Festivals and Events
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Passionate, enthusiastic and supportive, Dubai’s diverse 
community of Emiratis and expats of over 200 nationalities 
have continued to embrace the ever growing calendar of 
events hosted by Dubai Tourism and its valued partners. 

As well as the residential and tourist community, Dubai  
events continue to receive valued support and often many 
diverse collaborative opportunities with international 
organisations, various government entities, the emirate’s 
thriving business community and of course partners in the 
event industry itself. 

Along with showing active support through attendance, 
participation, and promotion both on and offline, many 
community residents also volunteer their time to ensure  
that Dubai events remain a resounding success. Thanks 
to such support, Dubai events continue to grow in size and 
scale as illustrated through the success of continuous annual 
events such as Dubai Food Festival, Dubai World Cup and the 
Rugby Sevens.

Community Support of Festivals and Events
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With a strong philanthropic and charitable culture, volunteers 
also play a key role in ensuring the success of the emirate’s 
major events. Large-scale events such as Dubai International 
Film Festival (DIFF), DP World Tour Championship, Standard 
Chartered Dubai Marathon and Emirates Airline Festival  
of Literature have long channelled both the enthusiasm  
and talents of members of the community to create a 
memorable experience, both for attendees, as well as  
for the volunteers themselves. 

Takatof for Social Volunteering was established by The Emirates Foundation 
in 2007 to raise awareness of those in need in UAE communities and to 
empower and encourage young people to take part in voluntary work. The 
organisation supports the idea of volunteering as a way of life, promoting the 
benefits to the nation as a whole. Takatof works to encourage and empower 
people to take part in voluntary work across the UAE, and through varied 
programmes and training the organisation supports and connects volunteers 
to deliver positive change and together improve the quality of life within  
UAE communities.

Dubai Volunteers Volunteer Organisations 

Community Support of Festivals and Events

Charitable work and volunteering are an important part of life in 
the city, with many citizens, residents and businesses donating 
funds, and often their time, towards a variety of causes, from 
health and wellness to social welfare.

The Dubai Volunteering Centre (DVC) is an initiative of Dubai’s Community 
Development Authority and the first official Dubai Government body 
established to manage volunteering services in the UAE – connecting 
deserving community causes with willing volunteers, fostering a spirit of 
unity and care throughout the community. 
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As one of the most prolific and visible sponsors, Emirates 
Airline supports, among many other events, the Dubai World 
Cup; is title sponsor of the Festival of Literature, Dubai Jazz 
Festival, and the Dubai Rugby Sevens and is a principal 
sponsor of Dubai International Film Festival. 

Sports event sponsorship has also continued to grow 
and strengthen. Anchored by Standard Chartered and its 
longstanding title sponsorship of the Dubai Marathon, sporting 
companies such as Nike and Reebok have also recently 
pledged their support by organising their very own events 
including Nike’s We Run Dubai 10K, the Reebok Spartan Race 
and of course the newly conceptualised X Yoga Dubai. Other 
key sports events sponsors include major corporations such 
as DP World, sponsor of the DP World Tour Championship and 
Omega, the title sponsor of the Omega Dubai Desert Classics 
and Omega Dubai Ladies Masters. 

The diversity of Dubai’s events calendar, both in scope and size, 
means that a range of companies from various sectors is also 
able to pledge its support. Julius Bär is a sponsor at a number 
of key events including Art Dubai as well as the Julius Baer Polo 
Dubai Gold Cup, while supermarket chain Spinneys sponsors 

As a key supporter of the media sector, the Dubai government 
has established a number of media zones – Dubai Media City, 
Dubai Knowledge Village, and Dubai Studio City – to facilitate and 
foster the sector’s continued development. There are over eight 
English and Arabic daily newspapers headquartered in Dubai.

Representing English newspapers are Gulf News (circulation: 
103,594) and Khaleej Times (circulation: 96,150) among others, 
while Arabic is represented by a number of publications including 
Emarat Al Youm (circulation: 80,000) and Al Bayan (circulation: 
88,800). Along with Arabic and English newspapers there are also 
a number of Malayalam language daily newspapers. Newspapers 
headquartered elsewhere in the UAE, such as Abu Dhabi’s The 
National and Al Ittihad, also frequently write about Dubai’s news, 
including its events sector. 

Dubai also enjoys a buoyant magazine industry, with publishing 
houses such as Motivate, ITP and CPI collectively publishing 
over 120 weekly and monthly magazine titles covering a range 
of consumer, business and trade subjects. When it comes to 
radio, there are over 35 stations that broadcast in the emirate in 
languages that include Arabic, English, Hindi, Urdu, Malayalam, 

Sponsorship Support Media and Influencer Support

As Dubai’s economy continues to flourish, so too does the business community’s support and sponsorship  
of its calendar of events and festivals. Key corporations and businesses that are both active and long-
standing supporters of Dubai’s event sector include Dubai Duty Free, Emirates Airline, Du, Etisalat, 
Jumeirah Group, Standard Chartered, Gulf News, Majid Al Futtaim Group, Samsung, Emirates NBD, Omega, 
DP World and Emaar. 

As a regional hub for media and 
communications, Dubai enjoys a 
diverse and evolving media sector that 
encompasses Arabic and English as 
well as a growing number of additional 
languages including Russian, Chinese 
and Indian sub-continental dialects, 
across print, online and broadcast 
outlets. Many pan-Arab and international 
media outlets are headquartered, or 
have operations, in the emirate.

the Spinneys Dubai 92 Cycle Challenge, 
a favourite among Dubai’s cycling 
enthusiasts, and Emirates NBD offers a 
series of classical music performances 
as part of Emirates NBD Classics.

While it is clear through the professional 
level and diversity of Dubai’s events 
calendar that the city’s events are 
benefiting from sponsorship and 
support, what is also true is that 
Dubai’s businesses, whether they are 
home-grown or international, also 
benefit in aligning with such popular 
and anticipated events. Sponsoring and 
supporting these events not only provide 
brand awareness and positioning but 
also establish strong relationships with 
the Dubai community.

Tamil, Tagalog and Farsi. 12 free to air 
Dubai-based TV stations are also available 
in the city, with a range of regional and 
international stations also available for 
Dubai-based viewers.

Along with the variety of home grown 
media outlets, international media 
companies with established operations 
in Dubai include Al Jazeera, BBC, CNN, 
Bloomberg, Sky News Arabia, Forbes, 
Reuters, CCTV and CNBC Arabiya.

Dedicated listing magazines such as 
What’s On Dubai and Time Out Dubai 
regularly highlight events and festivals 
in their print editions, as well as their 
growing online platforms. In addition, 
the likes of Buro 24/7, Shortlist.com and 
Lovin’ Dubai are becoming more and more 
influential in their promotion of Dubai’s 
events industry. 

Dubai media outlets are consistently 
supportive when it comes to event 
sponsorship, media partnerships and 
organising events – with publishing 
house ITP alone organising more than 
50 business and consumer events and 
conferences each year. Broadcast, online 
and print media also frequently team up 
with Dubai business and consumer events 
to produce show dailies and broadcast live 
on the ground.

Community Support of Festivals and Events
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Influencers such as Bin Baz, an Emirati comedy influencer, and 
Huda Kattan, an internationally renowned beauty blogger and 
influencer, have millions of followers on their various social 
media channels and have actively supported various events 
such as the inaugural XYoga Dubai Festival; whilst foodie 
bloggers played a key role in raising awareness of Dubai Food 
Festival. The Dubai World Cup style stakes were again judged 
by Alanoud Badr (Lady Fozaza) and British fashion director, 
journalist, stylist and writer Kate Hazell, whilst regional 
comedians and social influencers Ali Al Sayed and Bader 
Saleh were involved in Dubai Comedy Festival. Dubai World 
Cup 2016 also sponsored a global Snapchat story for 24 hours, 
allowing Snapchat users from around the world to watch 
user generated videos live from the event, and giving a global 
audience a feel of what Dubai’s event scene looks like. 

The Rise of Dubai’s 
Social Media Influencers 

While the Middle East still enjoys a relatively robust 
print and traditional media sector, the region, and Dubai 
specifically, is seeing massive growth in the number of 
influential social media personalities appearing in the city. As 
internet penetration across the Middle East is set to hit 425 
million users by 2019, influencers across platforms such as 
Instagram, Snapchat and Facebook, and sectors that include 
fashion, food, travel, fitness and family topics, are becoming 
increasingly professional. These influencers are active 
advocates for Dubai’s events, as they not only increasingly 
share event news and updates, but also play an active role in 
shaping the content of such events. 
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Held annually, nominations are evaluated by a distinguished 
panel of judges, with criteria for evaluation including writing 
style, quality of research and content, overall presentation, 
creativity in news angle and overall impact of the story.

One of the earliest supporters has been the emirate’s retail 
sector, and specifically its malls. Given the hot summer 
temperatures in Dubai, malls have often been utilised as public 
community spaces and multi-purpose venues for any number of 
events including charity initiatives, fashion events, children and 
youth shows, as well as health awareness campaigns. 

A key supporter in developing the role that malls play in hosting 
and organising events is Dubai Shopping Malls Group (DSMG), 
a non-profitable umbrella organisation of malls set up in 
1998 under the patronage of Dubai Department of Economic 
Development to promote shopping, retail trade and the mall 
industry in Dubai. As a key sponsor of the emirate’s summer 
festival, Dubai Summer Surprises (DSS), since its launch, DSMG 
has been organising innovative events and activities that have 
helped brand Dubai as a dynamic and fun retail and events 
destination both in the summer months and throughout the year. 

Members of DSMG have also benefited through participation 
in industry seminars, forums and idea exchange meetings 
organised by DSMG, as well as in cost-effective citywide joint 
marketing programmes, and by gaining access to valuable 
databases of industry resources and employees. 

Among other organisations playing a key role in fostering 
and developing Dubai’s culture of events is TECOM. TECOM 
Investments has 10 Free Zone business parks, which are 
purpose-built environments designed to foster business growth 
through quality facilities and industry specific infrastructure.

These include d3, Dubai Media City, Dubai Knowledge Village 
and Dubai Studio City, all of which fall under TECOM’s 
management, with each playing a role in acting as the home 
of the emirate’s media sector and various events companies, 
as well as the venue for a number of events as is the case with 
Dubai Media City Amphitheatre.

Recognising Media Support 

Associations and Organisations

In acknowledgement of the contribution made by journalists, 
photographers and media organisations, and in recognition 
of their critical role in raising awareness of Dubai Shopping 
Festival and showcasing its progress and success, the Dubai 
Festivals and Retail Establishment founded Dubai Shopping 
Festival Media Awards under the patronage of His Highness 
Sheikh Maktoum Bin Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, 
Deputy Ruler of Dubai.

Dubai’s events sector also enjoys strong support from  
various governmental and non-governmental associations  
and organisations. 

Community Support of Festivals and Events
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Dubai also launched a new smart learning initiative in 2012 
that aims to transform classrooms as well as integrate 
teachers, students, parents and administrators into a single 
e-platform. The initiative, when fully implemented, will create 
a new learning environment in schools, by introducing ‘smart 
classes’ in all public schools and providing every pupil with 
a tablet PC enabled by high-speed 4G networks. The system 
will also see students, teachers and parents interacting in all 
aspects of learning 

In addition to offering a variety of event management courses, 
degrees and certificates, Dubai’s educational institutions 
regularly partner with public and private agencies to foster the 
development of event management skills.

Event management programmes offered in Dubai include:

•  Amity University, MBA 
Programme in PR & Event 
Management – Amity University, 
Dubai offers a two-year, full-
time MBA programme in PR 
& Event Management. With 
courses that include Event 
Management & Planning: 
Concept & Context, Event 
Production, Coordination and 
Budgeting as well as a summer 
Internship, the programme 
arms students with skills 
such as leadership, public 
relationship building, marketing 
and business, budgeting, 
and risk management, as it 
prepares them for career 
opportunities in event 
management consultancy, 
hotel, travel and hospitality 
industries, advertising 
agencies, public relations firms 
and NGOs

•  Event Management 
Development Institute, Diploma 
in Event Management and 
Innovative Marketing – Event 
Management Development 
Institute, Dubai (EMDI) offers a 
diploma programme in Event 
Management and Innovative 
Marketing. The course trains 
students in all aspects of the 

events industry, from creative 
and marketing, to production 
and technical aspects of 
events. The programme 
exposes students to all types 
of events and gives them the 
opportunity to gain hands-
on experience working on 
over 100 events in a variety 
of roles including production 
assistants, backstage/front 
stage volunteers, ticketing & 
security officers, hospitality and 
transport coordinators

•  Edinburgh Napier University, 
Event Certificate in Festival and 
Event Management – Edinburgh 
Napier University, Dubai offers 
a three-day intensive training 
course designed to provide a 
foundation of key skills and 
knowledge associated with the 
creation and delivery of events 
ranging from conferences 
and exhibitions to festivals 
and sporting events, as well 
as private events such as 
weddings and parties. The 
course outlines international 
industry best practices in event 
planning, project management, 
marketing and PR, human 
resources planning and 
management, and the conduct 

and evaluation of events. 
With course content based 
on the result of an extensive 
survey of event management 
professionals, students who 
undertake the course receive a 
certificate from the Edinburgh 
Institute: Festivals, Events and 
Tourism (EIFET), Edinburgh 
Napier University

•  International School of 
Communications, Dubai, and 
Event Management Courses 
– The International School of 
Communications (ISOC) is a 
private institution of higher 
learning that specialises in 
short courses across a range 
of communication skills, 
including events. ISOC’s Dubai 
school offers a variety of event 
management courses including: 
Strategic Event Management; 
Practical Event Management; 
Protocol, Etiquette and Hosting; 
Directing Strategic Events and 
Press Conference Management. 
Taking place over one to 
four days, the courses are 
ideal as a refresher for event 
professionals or to inspire 
those wanting to take the leap 
into event management

Educational Institutes 
Dubai has a world-class higher education sector with a wide range of public and private universities, 
colleges and institutes representing some of the top educational institutions from across the UAE and 
the world. Dubai’s Knowledge and Human Development Authority (KHDA) recently introduced a smart 
e-Services portal for universities and an updated system for schools and training institutes which allows 
customers to connect directly to KHDA, saving time and paperwork and ultimately improving customer 
satisfaction. Universities enjoy access to services such as online registration for staff and students, 
certificate attestation and permit renewal. Schools and training institutes are offered an updated version of 
the existing system to include smart services such as online payment, alerts on permit expiry, tracking of 
permit requests, email notifications and separation of services for amendment processes.

Community Support of Festivals and Events
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Gaining experience in event marketing and production, the 
students travel to Dubai for a two-week, all expenses paid trip 
to work alongside the talented team of marketing and event 
professionals behind what has become one of the region’s 
biggest tourism events and marketing success stories. 
The students attend workshops, take part in visits to key 
DSS events and tourism landmarks, and meet key officials 
responsible for building the Dubai brand. The internship offers 
students the opportunity to get hands-on experience that will 
enhance their understanding of both the theory behind and 
practical application of their chosen field of study.

With 2015 marking the DSS Apprenticeship Programme’s 
10th anniversary, the programme attracted applications from 
a total of 22 markets and 150 universities. Among the new 
markets added to the programme are China, India, Singapore, 
Malaysia and Australia. The apprenticeship was awarded to 20 
students from the MENA region.

Championed by Free Zones such as Dubai Media City and Dubai 
Design District, event-related services and support available in 
Dubai include, but are not limited to, audio and visual support, 
tents and marquees, lighting and sounds, security, creative 
décor and conceptualisation, staging, signage, seating, food and 
beverage, pyrotechnics, transportation as well as marketing and 
public relations. 

With such a wide variety of event services available, these 
companies, working closely in partnership with each other 
as well as key private and public sector partners, have been 

Dubai Summer Surprises Apprenticeship 
Programme Goes International Local Suppliers

Since 2006, Dubai Summer Surprises (DSS) has invited some of the best and brightest students from across 
the region to the emirate to participate in its award-winning destination marketing internship. 

With an enviable calendar of consumer and community 
festivals and events, ranging from city-wide celebrations to 
small-scale creative affairs, and an over 50 per cent share of 
the region’s business events, Dubai remains the region’s centre 
of events. Given Dubai’s strong history of hosting events and 
its longstanding government and private sector support, and 
looking ahead to Dubai’s hosting of Expo 2020, the emirate has 
grown and fostered what is a thriving events sector comprising 
innovative and professional event management companies and 
event-related services and suppliers. 

responsible for some of the world’s most 
spectacular events. A few examples 
include the breath-taking NYE fireworks, 
the gastronomical journey of Dubai Food 
Festival and its smaller community events 
hosted at Kite Beach and Burj Park, 
and the XYoga Dubai mass yoga session 
hosted on Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid 
Boulevard in Downtown Dubai. 

Based on the high demand for hospitality 
and entertainment in Dubai, and the city’s 
position as a regional and global tourist 
and business destination, the emirate is 
set to become one of the largest event 
promoters in the region by 2020. 

Community Support of Festivals and Events
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Section 5
Leveraging Community 
Capital Created by 
Festivals and Events 
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Events and festivals have become a way of life in Dubai, with 
residents, regional visitors and, increasingly, international 
tourists aware that at any time throughout the year there is  
an abundance of activities to keep them engaged, entertained 
and excited. 

A modern city home to over 200 nationalities, Dubai is situated 
in what is one of the fastest growing regions in the world. In 
this context of growth and progress, events play an important 
role in not only fuelling economic growth, but also creating a 
unique spirit of co-operation and social progress.

Events also play a key role in showcasing the city and region to 
the world, with hundreds of millions tuning in to see a variety 
of events ranging from spectacular fireworks displays to top 
calibre horse racing, to Dubai’s world-class sporting events 
that see world-class athletes go head to head.

Perhaps most importantly, events play a key role in fostering 
cultural understanding among both residents and the millions 
of visitors who are increasingly choosing Dubai as a leisure and 
business destination.

Leveraging Community Capital Created by Festivals and Events 
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Events including world-famous festivals such as Dubai Shopping 
Festival, as well as New Year’s Eve in Dubai leave the region in 
anticipation each year and bring the city to life with entertainment 
and activities that cater to Dubai’s highly multicultural population. 
In addition, community events, such as the annual St. Patrick’s 
Day celebrations at Irish Village, celebrations of the Indian 
festival of colour, Holi, at multiple venues across the city, as well 
as Chinese New Year celebrations, have attracted a broad cross-
section of the Dubai demographic, allowing residents and visitors 
to experience and appreciate diverse cultures in a home-away-
from-home environment. 

Dubai’s strong events infrastructure and appetite for blockbuster 
entertainment events have also made it the de facto hub for 
major community-specific events such as the Times of India Film 
Awards, which saw a constellation of Indian stars visit the city 
and interact with fans, as well as the sold-out JaDine In Love: 
The World Tour concert featuring Filipino stars James Reid and 
Nadine Lustre. The large scale of these community events has 
been instrumental in attracting expat communities from other 
GCC states, who see Dubai as an events hub that allows them 
access to cultural and entertainment events as well as their 
favourite stars or industry leaders. 

Community Branding

At the heart of Dubai’s unique spirit and culture is a growing and multicultural community which, in turn, is 
exemplified and celebrated through a growing calendar of festivals, concerts and cultural, community and 
sports events. 

The community support for events 
extends to the governmental and events 
organisations that host them, and includes 
many private businesses offering a mix 
of offers, deals and competitions which, 
in turn, support the emirate’s growing 
reputation as a global destination for 
family-focused leisure activities. 

Leveraging Community Capital Created by Festivals and Events 
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As a partner of Dubai Tourism, Dubai Culture and Arts Authority 
(Dubai Culture) supports a year-round art programme across 
the emirate. Dubai Culture spearheads and supports the 
development and growth of the cultural industry in the emirate as 
it both positions and reinforces Dubai as an arts and culture hub, 
providing numerous platforms for the development of local and 
regional talent. 

Each year, Dubai Culture’s Art Week brings together Dubai’s 
thriving creative industries in a week-long celebration of arts and 
culture. Now the focal point of the region’s cultural calendar, Art 
Week has established Dubai as a meeting point for the global art 
scene and has helped to sustain and develop the region’s arts 
industry by actively building audiences and patrons. 

In addition to pillar events such as Design Days Dubai, Art Dubai 
and SIKKA Art Fair, Art Week attendees also enjoy an extensive 
line-up of events including gallery openings, talks and special 
programming. 

Also boosting the growth of Dubai’s creative community is Dubai 
Design District, or d3, a purpose-built community dedicated 
to promoting and nurturing emerging local talent while also 
providing a creative home to established international designers, 
visitors and fashion brands. Dubai Design and Fashion Council, 
based in d3, supports events such as Fashion Forward (FFWD), 
which provide a platform for designers and creators from the 
UAE and across the region.

Cultural Events: 
Dubai’s Arts and Culture 
Sector Continues to Grow
Reflecting the rich cultural heritage of Dubai and its diverse 
community of residents are events such as Dubai Design Week, 
Art Dubai, Dubai International Film Festival and Emirates 
Airline Festival of Literature – as well as smaller initiatives 
such as SIKKA Art Fair and events hosted in Al Quoz and as 
part of DIFC’s Art Nights. 

Looking ahead to the latter part of 2016, 
Dubai is set to make a lasting contribution 
to the performing arts and events sector 
as Dubai Opera- a 2,000-seat multi-format 
venue for opera, theatre, concerts, art 
exhibitions, orchestra, sports events and 
seasonal programmes- launches within 
The Opera District in Downtown Dubai. 
Set to promote the arts, culture and 
events scene in Dubai by ensuring global 
exchange and promoting local talent, as 
well as serving as a vibrant events venue, 
The Opera District will also offer luxury 
hotels, elegantly designed residential 
and serviced apartments, a retail plaza, 
waterfront promenades, recreational 
spaces and parks. A technological 
masterpiece, Dubai Opera will feature 
state-of-the-art audio-visual technology 
and support systems to ensure an 
unmatched events experience.
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Thanks to a sunny climate all year round, an outstanding 
destination offering, state-of-the-art venues and its location 
between east and west, Dubai has emerged as an exciting 
global sporting destination. Hosting a wide range of landmark 
international sporting events, including Dubai World Cup, 
the world’s richest horse race, Dubai Duty Free Tennis 
Championship and xYoga Dubai - fans from across the globe 
are able to see just what Dubai is capable of. 

World-Class Sports

With prestigious titles across golf, tennis, horse-racing, rugby 
and cycling, Dubai has made its mark by attracting sports 
royalty including Tiger Woods, Rory McIIroy, Roger Federer, 
Serena Williams and Paula Radcliffe, all of whom have 
championed and participated in key sporting events. As Dubai’s 
credentials as a sporting destination grow, it has invested 
in worldclass facilities such as Meydan Racecourse, Dubai 
Tennis Stadium, Dubai Sevens Stadium, Jumeirah Golf Estates, 
Emirates Golf Club, Al Nahda Cycling Track as well as a host of 
venues around Downtown Dubai.

In addition to international events, Dubai has spearheaded 
heritage festivals such as Al Marmoom that celebrates the 
tradition of camel racing as well as Al Gaffal Traditional 60ft 
Dhow Race that pays homage to the earliest days of the emirate, 
when it was a pearl diving nation. The blend of regionally 
resonant and international events has helped attract a new 
generation of visitors.
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Dubai Comedy Festival also further cemented Dubai’s reputation as an 
entertainment hub, featuring an international and regional line-up of top 
comedic talent. 

In addition to headline-grabbing concerts and world-class talent across  
a range of sectors, events also play a significant role in ensuring that 
Dubai’s society and reputation - among its own residents as well its 
growing number of visitors - is not only maintained but also strengthened 
year after year. 

Specifically, events in Dubai also raise the city’s global positioning and its 
reputation by: 

•  Fostering multiculturalism and celebrating diversity: With a vibrant 
Emirati culture at the city’s core, events such as Dubai International Film 
Festival, Dubai Comedy Festival and Art Dubai provide a platform to 
showcase Emirati culture whilst also highlighting the diversity of Dubai 
and its residents

Global Music and Entertainment Events

Dubai’s annual concert line-up regularly features the who’s who of global music talent, with artists such as 
Nicki Minaj, David Guetta and groups including Take That and Il Divo performing in the city, attracting sell-
out crowds from across the UAE and region. 

•  Fostering community development and local talent: Events 
such as Fashion Forward and smaller ambassador events 
hosted by Dubai Design & Fashion Council shine a spotlight on 
the emerging design talent present in the emirate, providing 
a platform for the emirate’s next generation of leaders across 
a variety of sectors, whilst SIKKA Art Fair is curated for, 
and by, locally-based artists. The 2016 edition of Dubai Food 
Festival included a strong focus on home-grown concepts and 
restaurant chains that were first developed and established 
in Dubai. In addition to encouraging local talent, events have 
also driven societal change and created new and growing 
communities. The increasing number of participatory sporting 
events that have emerged in the emirate, including the 
Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon and Spartan Race, has 
also helped foster a growing culture of sports and wellness

•  Fuelling economic growth: As a key 
pillar in Dubai’s Tourism Vision 2020, 
events continue to play a key role in 
Dubai’s goal of attracting 20 million 
visitors per year by 2020. Dubai 
Shopping Festival will continue to 
boost economic activity annually for 
retailers and the region’s tourism 
sector while also supporting Dubai-
based entrepreneurs, who also benefit 
from initiatives such as Dubai Food 
Festival’s Beach Canteen, which in 2016 
comprised only locally developed food 
and beverage concepts

At a practical level, Dubai Calendar 
promotes the city’s strengths as the 
region’s leading events destination 
through building its events sector, 
offering support and facilitation 
services to event organisers, as well 
as promoting Dubai events at a local, 
regional and international level. As the 
go-to source for the most up to date and 
comprehensive information on almost 
any event in the city, Dubai Calendar 
enhances the Dubai experience for all.

In addition, onsite and often city-wide 
branding is a feature of a number 
of events including Dubai Summer 
Surprises, Dubai Shopping Festival and 
Dubai Food Festival. Positive media 
coverage for a range of events is also 
generated globally through Dubai 
Tourism’s overseas promotions teams, 
as well as locally and regionally by the 
organisation’s Dubai-based marketing 
and communications team.

Leveraging Community Capital Created by Festivals and Events 
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Launched by His Highness Sheikh Hamdan Bin Mohammed 
Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai, it is also a 
brand owned by the people who call Dubai their home. It lives 
and breathes on social media. It’s free, organic and totally 
democratic. Now in its third year, #MyDubai continues to take 
the world by storm. Over 620,000 Instagram followers and, 
around 20 million uses of the hashtag later, people continue 
to share their stories, and #MyDubai is ready to elevate the 
calibre of its content.

In addition to actively promoting Dubai’s unique destination 
offer, including its calendar of events and festivals, through 
international communications and marketing activities, the teams 
are also responsible for hosting media, social media influencers 
and trade partners in Dubai, giving them the opportunity to 
experience what has to be seen to be believed.

A key area of focus to make Dubai’s Tourism Vision 2020 a reality 
is to grow Dubai’s position from being a regional events hub to 
one of the world’s leading events and entertainment destinations. 
Through Dubai Tourism’s Dubai Calendar, Dubai Festivals and 
Retail Establishment and Dubai Business Events departments, 
the government of Dubai demonstrates this commitment through 
attracting, partnering with and marketing a range of events. 

Further boosting the Vision’s goal is Dubai’s hosting of Expo 
2020. The mega event not only reinforces the emirate’s ability to 
host events of any size and scale but also further accelerates the 
growth of the city’s tourism and events industry.

Individual festivals and events are also promoted locally and 
regionally through individual event campaigns spearheaded by 
either one or a combination of Dubai Tourism organisations, 
along with private sector partners. Each year, major festivals 
such as Dubai Shopping Festival, Dubai Summer Surprises 
and Dubai World Cup appear to take over the city through 
communications marketing activations, resulting in widespread 
media coverage. These events are also actively used by overseas 
offices to promote Dubai and attract visitors. 

In keeping with the times and true to the very nature of events, 
social media activation is an important tool in promoting Dubai 
and its events offering. Dubai Calendar along with numerous 
other public and private sector event organisers participate 
in regular social media engagement with various online 
communities, including Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, to 
highlight particular events and keep the public engaged with 
regular competitions.

#MyDubai – Autobiography of a City 

Promoting Tourism

Since its launch in early January 2014, the #MyDubai social 
movement has evolved from being an initiative to being a brand 
in its own right. #MyDubai demonstrates that the world is a 
better place when diverse people come together in cities and 
unearth experiences that help them grow together as one. It is 
showing the world how this can be done in Dubai - embracing 
the remarkable spirit of the emirate.

With responsibility for promoting Dubai and showcasing why 
it is one of the world’s leading tourism destinations, Dubai 
Tourism manages 20 international offices located in key 
markets across the world. 

DUBAI EVENTS THAT PLAY A KEY ROLE IN ATTRACTING 
REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL VISITORS INCLUDE: 

• Dubai Shopping Festival

• Dubai Summer Surprises 

• Dubai International Jazz Festival 

• Dubai World Cup

• Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon 

• Emirates Airline Dubai Rugby 7’s

• Dubai Comedy Festival 

• DP World Golf Championships

Leveraging Community Capital Created by Festivals and Events 
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In line with these goals, DBE showcases Dubai as a destination 
that can host events of any size and scale, as well as a key 
incentive destination, leveraging the city’s festival and leisure 
events offering at every stage. 

In addition to active marketing and promotions both locally and 
internationally, Dubai’s expanding list of consumer focused 
festivals and activities also provides an ideal and organic 
platform for trade and business events through bringing the 
best and brightest minds of any number of industries together 
in Dubai. Collectively, these events foster the emirate’s 
ongoing growth as both a key event and festival city as well as 
one of the world’s fastest emerging knowledge hubs. 

Dubai Business Events - 
The Official Convention Bureau
Dubai Business Events (DBE) is responsible for driving Dubai’s 
continued growth as a dynamic and engaging business events 
destination. Enjoying 50 per cent of the Middle East’s Business 
Events market, DBE actively pursues a strategy to help 
realise Dubai’s Tourism Vision for 2020 and, in turn, solidify 
the emirate’s position as the world’s leading destination for 
business events and incentives. This will be achieved through 
attracting more international events to Dubai, maintaining 
existing events that take place in the emirate, and growing 
visitor numbers at such events. 

Leveraging Community Capital Created by Festivals and Events 
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Along with a lifestyle proposition that is unparalleled, Dubai’s 
year-round calendar of festivals and events is also a major 
driving factor in expats, businesses and organisations relocating 
to the emirate. As a key pillar of Dubai’s Tourism Vision for 2020 
- to attract 20 million visitors per year by 2020 - these events, 
both business and leisure, are crucial to Dubai’s economic 
development. The emirate’s credentials and ability to host 
these world-class events across business and leisure sectors 
are continually showcased internationally and locally by Dubai 
Tourism and its divisions and partners, in order to encourage new 
businesses to choose the emirate as a business destination. 

Dubai Business Events, for example, actively leverages the 
emirate’s position as the region’s leading business hub, and 
highlights its credentials as a global business destination through 
its international offices and at trade shows and exhibitions around 
the world. Dubai is also keen to improve its business offer by 
growing existing business exhibitions into mega events, creating 
new shows, fostering economic development in identified sector 
gaps and making Dubai a dynamic hub for both major conventions 
as well as the industries they represent. The creation of the 
Dubai Association Centre in 2014 further fosters an attractive 
environment for business as it bolsters the city’s position as a 
global knowledge hub. 

Dubai World Trade Centre Authority 
(DWTC Authority), the Middle East, 
North Africa and South Asia’s largest 
venue operator and home-grown event 
organiser continued to spur growth across 
the MICE and wider business sector 
in 2015. This growth was the result of 
attracting a record number of regional and 
international trade visitors, conference 
delegates, business tourists and domestic 
and leisure attendees to the growing scale 
and variety of events within Dubai’s MICE 
calendar. 

The city’s growing infrastructure, which 
is both a response to and a result of 
Dubai’s growth in events and tourism, also 
further boosts Dubai’s attractiveness for 
regional and international firms. Through 
its focus on the Tourism Vision for 2020 
- of which events is a key pillar - and the 

upcoming Dubai Expo 2020, Dubai, its visitors, residents and the 
business community will benefit from the ongoing enhancement 
of infrastructure and development plans. These will not only 
boost the economic prospects of businesses currently operating 
in the emirate, but are also expected to attract new businesses, 
boosting economic prospects for all. 

Dubai’s growing list of free zones is incentivising international 
businesses to operate within the emirate . These areas not 
only administer trade licenses and visas to international 
companies wanting to do business from the emirate, but also 
offer companies within the free zones a base within modern and 
comprehensive environments from which to do business . They 
also offer tax and duty exemptions, full repatriation of earnings 
and total business ownership.

Most recently, the establishment of DWTC Authority as a free 
zone entity further strengthens Dubai’s attractiveness as a 
business destination, directly appealing to event organisers, 
delegates and participants. The creation of the free zone means 
that Dubai World Trade Centre now offers global enterprises a 
logistically efficient, business-conducive regulatory environment 

Corporate Recruiting Efforts 

With a favourable and growing business environment that includes a strategic location between East and 
West, year-round sunshine, state-of-the-art infrastructure and connectivity, as well as a tax-free operating 
environment, Dubai is a natural choice for individuals and businesses. 

and uniquely flexible base from which to 
service new growth opportunities across 
the region and world.

Dubai Expo 2020, themed around 
‘Connecting Minds, Creating The Future’, 
is expected to record an attendance of 
25 million visits over six months and 
250,000 visitors per day. One of the most 
significant events in Dubai’s events 
calendar in the next five years, Expo 
2020 will cover a 438-hectare site with a 
gated exhibition area of 200 hectares that 
will host approximately 250 participants 
– countries, corporations and civic 
organisations – in customised pavilions. 
The event will have a huge economic 
impact on the region, creating 275,000 
jobs in sectors linked to logistics and 
execution, and generating AED 90.1 billion 
between 2014 and 2021. 

Leveraging Community Capital Created by Festivals and Events 
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With a special focus on events, these programmes, often 
held in partnership with Emirates, provide journalists and 
industry representatives with an exciting and exhilarating 
first-hand experience of the city’s events and festival offering, 
as well as the opportunity to visit and experience many of 
Dubai’s impressive hotels, world-class venues and one-of-
a-kind attractions. Events that have been the subject of the 
programme include Emirates Airline Dubai Rugby Sevens, 
Emirates Airline Festival of Literature, Emirates Airline Dubai 
Jazz Festival, Dubai World Cup, Dubai Food Festival, Dubai 
Shopping Festival and Dubai Summer Surprises. 

Along with helping travel industry specialists to speak 
knowledgeably about Dubai and its festivals and events, these 
trips also foster media awareness and understanding of Dubai 
and its events, resulting in ongoing, positive international 
media coverage. 

•  Europe FAM Trip: Dubai welcomed 85 delegates to experience 
the city’s world-class business conferences, events and 
incentives offering. The group included 70 hosted buyers and 15 
meetings experts from the business events industry. In addition 
to the incentives, meetings and conferences sector, the three-
day study tour included visits to the city’s leading attractions, 
including a desert safari and cultural tour of Al Fahidi Historical 
District. The team also participated in a tailor-made team 
building activity and a roundtable featuring presentations from 
Emirates Airline, Zayed University, Dubai Airports as well as 
Dubai Parks and Resorts. 

•  India FAM Trips: Dubai Tourism and Taj Dubai invited 
Bloomberg TV, one of India’s leading news channels, to explore 
the city and showcase its various offerings through a Dubai-
focused episode on their luxury/lifestyle show Aspire. The 
show aimed to highlight Dubai as an ideal tourist destination for 
Indians across the key pillars of hospitality, luxury, upcoming 
attractions (theme parks) and nightlife. In addition, Dubai 
Tourism invited Miss Malini, India’s first and most prominent 
lifestyle blogger, for a weekend getaway with her friends, and 
to attend a concert by world-famous DJ AVICII on 1 April 2016. 

In 2016, niche event such as the Samsung Beach Soccer 
Intercontinental Cup were broadcast to over 100 countries 
including Russia, Portugal and USA, whilst the online live-
streaming coverage had an audience of 250,000. The DP World 
Tour Championship secured 3,387 hours of broadcast airtime 
and was beamed into 456 million homes around the world. The 
latest edition of the Dubai Tour was broadcast to 167 channels 
worldwide and enjoyed over 440 hours of broadcast time. The 
PSA Dubai World Series Finals earned over 212 hours of  
air time and were covered in India, Middle East, Hong Kong, 
Europe, Africa and Thailand. The Dubai Beach Polo Cup was 

Along with the city’s bustling nightlife, 
Malini and her friends also experienced 
Dubai’s luxury lifestyle, culinary and 
retail scenes. 

•  North America FAM Trip: To encourage 
further understanding of Dubai’s 
cultural heritage, Dubai Tourism 
recently hosted six international 
journalists from the USA and Canada 
during the Holy month of Ramadan. The 
journalists experienced this magical 
time in the city with a series of iftars, 
suhoors, a visit to Sheikh Mohammed 
Centre for Cultural Understanding and 
holistic ventures for the mind, body and 
soul including a sunrise yoga session at 
Madinat Jumeirah.

covered by six TV stations covering 47 
countries, as well as worldwide online 
streaming. In addition to key sports 
events, cultural, lifestyle and seasonal 
events such as Dubai International Film 
Festival, Dubai Shopping Festival, and 
the Dubai Rugby Sevens also received 
spectacular interest from media and 
influencers across the globe. 

Dubai Familiarisation Tours Out-of-Market Media Coverage
Dubai Tourism manages robust and active Visiting Journalist 
Programmes (VJP), regularly hosting familiarisation trips 
for media, social media influencers and trade partners from 
around the world.

Dubai’s roster of world-class events has been instrumental in positioning the city as a global destination, 
with a combination of sports, cultural, entertainment and business happenings that has catapulted the city 
to global prominence. 

Leveraging Community Capital Created by Festivals and Events 
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Public services such as Dubai Police, the Road & Transport 
Authority (RTA) and Dubai Ambulance regularly work together 
with public and private sector partners to ensure safe events 
for all. With a visible presence at numerous events, many city 
services also utilise these opportunities to both educate and 
engage with the public.

Well recognisable by their green and white police cars, Dubai 
Police is a ubiquitous presence not only at events, but also in 
and around Dubai. Among recent events that Dubai Police has 
participated in are UAE National Day Celebrations, Eid in Dubai 
celebrations, Dubai Motor Festival, Dubai Shopping Festival 
and We Run Dubai. They also regularly use their involvement at 
events such as music concerts and conferences at Dubai World 
Trade Centre to showcase their work, capturing the attention of 
attendees by rolling out their unique fleet of luxury police cars. 

An annual and ongoing example is UAE National Day. National 
Day, on 2 December, is an opportunity for all residents to 
celebrate the country they call home. With formal celebrations 
including parades and other gatherings, informal celebrations 
see families and friends display their pride through decorating 
their homes and cars and hosting gatherings. While many 
embody the celebratory mood, some citizens and residents also 
use the day as an opportunity to give back to the community 
through volunteering. 

Other events and activities that involve residents and businesses 
city-wide include the Pink Walkathon, which will celebrate its 
14th year in October 2016 and sees tens of thousands of UAE 
residents rally together to raise awareness of breast cancer. 
The Dubai Cares Walk for Education has also become a key 

In addition to keeping safety and order 
at events of all sizes, the force regularly 
organises its own events, including Dubai 
Police Traffic Awareness Week. As the 
authority responsible for keeping Dubai 
moving, the RTA ensures seamless 
transport for attendees to and from event 
venues, including the newly inaugurated 
Dubai Tram and Dubai Trolley services, 
which have made travelling to and from 
events easier. 

community event, encouraging private 
and public sector organisations and 
members of the community to walk to 
show their support. 

Meanwhile, during the holy month of 
Ramadan, tents go up across the emirate, 
where residents and visitors break their 
fast and socialise late into the night, and 
charitable organisations organise tens 
of thousands of meals for Iftar - usually 
close to labour accommodation sites. 

Creating Highly Visible Public Relations 
Campaigns for City Facilities and Services 

Encouraging Community Bonding, 
Participation and Celebration 

Thanks to a supportive private and public sector, Dubai’s events 
enjoy strong support from a variety of the emirate’s agencies 
and stakeholders. 

With an ever growing and diverse list of events, festivals and celebrations to choose from, it’s no surprise 
that members of Dubai’s community enjoy and wholeheartedly support festivals through their attendance 
and participation. What is surprising is the extent of this support across all segments of the community - 
reflecting the unique spirit of the emirate, the enthusiasm for events in Dubai is unparalleled.

Leveraging Community Capital Created by Festivals and Events 
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Section 6
What’s Next? 
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As is evident throughout this entire submission, Dubai is wholeheartedly 
committed to continuing to grow its reputation as a world-class  
events destination. 

Appealing to travellers from all over the world, the many new developments 
that are set to launch over the next few months and towards the end of the 
year will undoubtedly amplify Dubai’s current positioning as THE destination 
for events. 

Elevating the already strong family aspect of the city, Dubai Parks and 
Resorts, home to three theme parks and IMG Worlds of Adventure, the 
world’s largest temperature-controlled indoor themed entertainment 
destination, are scheduled to launch before the end of 2016, significantly 
raising the bar of all theme parks worldwide. 

Setting a new standard of luxury and cultural entertainment, The Opera 
District and Dubai Opera House located in Downtown Dubai will host 
and produce local, regional and global performances and events. With 
international acts such as Cirque Du Soleil (that is returning to the UAE after 
three years) and as well as the upcoming La Perle by Dragone theatre – the 
first permanent water production theatre in the Middle East, able to host 
1,300 seated visitors and showcasing 65 performers, as well as the ever-
popular Sir Cameron Mackintosh musical production – Les Misérables at 
Dubai Opera, Dubai is set to awe audiences in truly spectacular fashion. 

Continuing to support the city’s ambition to become a hub for sports, health 
and wellness, and to instil a healthy lifestyle culture among residents, an 
iconic 60K football stadium will open in the emirate, to support the UAE 
Football Association being awarded hosting rights to the 2019 Asian Cup. 
Complying with FIFA standards, the stadium’s facilities will include a 
training hall, exercise pitches, car park with capacity for 5,000 cars, a sports 
museum and conference halls. 

As well as the stadium, the largest fitness event in the country– Fitness Expo 
Dubai – will be launched later in 2016. Acting as a platform for health and 
fitness brands to make their way into the UAE market, the event will also 
offer the chance for local and global brands to interact to maximise their 
exposure and awareness to support sales.

Dubai’s forward-looking vision and the launch of innovative developments 
this year, and indeed in years to come, will once again reaffirm the emirate’s 
position as a leading world-class destination. A pioneer in the world of events 
and festivals, as well as a leader in the tourism industry, Dubai will continue 
to evolve year-on-year. 
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Dubai won ‘World’s Leading 
Destination’ for the third year  
running at World Travel Awards 2015

Dubai named 13th in TripAdvisor’s  
Top 25 worldwide destinations list 2015

Emirates named World’s Best Airline 
at Skytrax World Airline Awards 2016

Emirates won Best Airline Worldwide, 
Best Economy Class and Best Cabin 
Staff awards at Business Traveller 
Middle East Award 2016

Dubai’s Annual Calendar of Events Accolades

Appendix

One of the most popular and awarded multi-
day festivals in the gulf region, featuring 
international acts from all music genres. 
The format of the music event follows two 
weekends of main gigs with supporting acts 
from international and local jazz artists.

EMIRATES 
AIRLINE 
DUBAI 

JAZZ 
FESTIVAL

The Middle East’s largest 
celebration of the written and 
spoken word brings authors from 
around the world to promote 
education, debate and above all, 
a passion for reading and writing. 

EMIRATES 
AIRLINE 

FESTIVAL OF 
LITERATURE

An Internationally acclaimed festival with one 
of the best shopping experiences in the world, 
Dubai Shopping Festival will mark its 21st 
year with the 2016 edition. With hundreds of 
events, prizes and entertainment, the festival 
caters for all age groups.

DUBAI 
SHOPPING 

FESTIVAL

The Middle East Film & Comic Con (MEFCC) 
attracts fans of TV, film, comics, collectibles, 
art and animation from all around the region. 
Visitors can meet celebrities, take part in 
educational workshops, watch movies, buy 
cool merchandise or just relax and watch the 
madness as it unfolds on the main stage.

MIDDLE 
EAST 

FILM &  
COMIC 

CON

New Year’s Eve in Dubai has become 
a highly anticipated global celebration. 
Hundreds of thousands of spectators 
flock to Dubai for the breathtaking 
fireworks, music and light shows 
around our iconic city. 

NEW 
YEAR 

DUBAI

One of the leading contemporary art fairs in the 
Middle East, Art Dubai has become one of the most 
important creative exchanges in the world today, and an 
essential gathering place for collectors, artists and art 
professionals from across the region and beyond.

ART  
DUBAI

A world class sporting and social event and the final 
tournament of the European Tour’s Race to Dubai.  
It celebrates both the diversity and the shared passion for 
golf across the globe.

DP WORLD TOUR 
CHAMPIONSHIP

dubaicalendar.com

2016

Share how you see 
Dubai with us, using 
#MyDubai

#MyDubai
There’s always 
something 
happening 
in Dubai.

DUBAI SUMMER 
SURPRISES
The city’s premier summer festival aimed at families. During Dubai Summer 
Surprises (DSS), the city transforms into a playground of edutainment with 
city-wide appearance of the DSS’s mascot Modhesh, part of the family-
friendly attraction and indoor theme park Modhesh World.

Dubai is where the whole world comes 
together to be part of breathtaking 
performances, once in a lifetime 
shows, thrilling championships and 
incredible events. Feel the beat of the 
city as it pulses with joy. And live every 
unforgettable moment to the fullest.

16 16 16 16

16 16 16

1616 16 16

16
SEPTEMBER

•	 Games 16
•	 Eid in Dubai (Eid Al Adha)
•	 Dubai Music Week
•	 Cirque Du Soleil - Varekai

•	 Ramadan in Dubai
•	 Ramadan Majlis
•	 Dubai Sports World
•	 Nad Al Sheba Sports Tournament

JUNEMAY
•	 Armin Van Buuren
•	 Al Gaffal Traditional 60ft Dhow Race
•	 Dubai Tango Festival
•	 Dubai Duty Free Darts Masters
•	 PSA Dubai World Series Finals (Squash)

•	 Ramadan in Dubai
•	 Ramadan Night Market
•	 Eid in Dubai (Eid Al Fitr)
•	 Dubai Summer Surprises 
•	 Modhesh World
•	 Dubai Sports World

JULY

•	 Dubai Food Festival
•	 Dubai International Boat Show
•	 Emirates Airline Festival of Literature
•	 Taste of Dubai
•	 Dubai International Kite Festival
•	 SIKKA (Art Fair)
•	 Design Days Dubai
•	 Art Dubai
•	 Nicki Minaj
•	 Dubai World Cup
•	 Fashion Forward Fall/Winter 2016

MARCH

AUGUST
•	 Dubai Summer Surprises
•	 Modhesh World
•	 Dubai Sports World

JANUARY
•	 Dubai Shopping Festival
•	 Disney’s Beauty and the Beast
•	 Hankook 24H Dubai (Endurance Motor Race)
•	 Russell Peters
•	 Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon
•	 Dubai Show Jumping Championship
•	 Masters Champions League (Cricket)
•	 Ironman 70.3 Dubai

FEBRUARY
•	 Omega Dubai Desert 
 Classic
•	 Dubai Tour
•	 Gulf Photo Plus
•	 Dubai Classics
•	 RedFestDXB
•	 Masters Champions 
 League
•	 il Divo Amor & Pasion

•	 Dubai Duty Free Tennis 
 Championships
•	 I Am Hardwell “UNITED 
 WE ARE”
•	 XYoga Dubai
•	 Emirates Airline Dubai 
 Jazz Festival
•	 Dubai Food Festival
•	 Spartan Race

NOVEMBER
•	 Dubai Comedy Festival
•	 Dubai Motor Festival
•	 Sensation
•	 Samsung Beach Soccer Intercontinental Cup
•	 Electric Run
•	 Dubai International Triathlon
•	 DP World Tour Championship (Golf)
•	 The Color Run

DECEMBER
•	 UAE National Day
•	 Emirates Airline Dubai Rugby Sevens
•	 Dubai World Superseries Finals (Badminton)
•	 Dubai International Film Festival
•	 Omega Dubai Ladies Masters (Golf)
•	 Spinneys Dubai 92 Cycle Challenge
•	 International Premier Tennis League
•	 Dubai Winter Festival
•	 New Year Dubai

APRIL
•	 GITEX Shopper (Spring)
•	 Beach Polo Cup Dubai
•	 Disney Live!
•	 Al Marmoom Heritage Festival (Camel Racing)
•	 World Art Dubai
•	 Middle East Film and Comic Con
•	 29th Table Tennis Asian Cup
•	 WWE Live Dune Bash

OCTOBER
•	 GITEX Shopper (Autumn)
•	 Dubai Design Week
•	 Fashion Forward Spring/Summer 2017
•	 Vogue Fashion Dubai Experience
•	 Dubai Comedy Festival
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Dubai named fourth most visited 
city in the world in 2015

Dubai Shopping Festival (Daily Mail)

Dubai ranked as 14th top  
destination for business events

Dubai World Cup (Sky Sports)

Dubai International Airport retained 
position as world’s busiest for 
international passenger traffic

Dubai Comedy Festival (Yahoo)

Dubai ranked trendiest New Year’s Eve 
destination

Emirates Airline Dubai Rugby 7s (BBC)

International Media CoverageAccolades

Appendix
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Al Gaffal Dhow Race (CNN) XYoga Dubai (Gulf Business)

The Times of India Film Awards ( The 
Times of India)

Dubai Motor Festival (The National)

Dubai Airshow (Xinhua Net) Dubai Food Festival (Emirates 24/7)

Dubai Opera (The Telegraph) Dubai Design Week (Khaleej Times)

Local Media CoverageInternational Media Coverage

Appendix
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Global Women Forum 
(Capital Business)

Emirates Airline 
Festival of Literature (Vision)

Al Marmoom Heritage 
Festival (Gulf News)

Dubai Duty Free 
Tennis Championships (7Days)

Campaign Material Local Media Coverage

Appendix
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Annual Industry Report 2015Stakeholder

Appendix

Thank you to the following government 
agencies for their contribution

ANNUAL  
INDUSTRY 

REPORT
2015

THE STATE OF TICKETED 
EVENTS IN DUBAI

STRATEGY AND TOURISM SECTOR DEVELOPMENT 

JULY 2016
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Annual Industry Report 2015Annual Industry Report 2015

Appendix

76

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

NUMBER OF  
UNIQUE EVENTS

NUMBER OF  
TICKETS FOR EVENTS

728,660
NUMBER OF 
EVENT DAYS

1,551

544
With 544 unique events in the 
Entertainment category, this is the 
single largest leisure segment within 
Dubai’s annual calendar - a 
testament to the popularity and 
variety of sub-types that fall within 
this category.

Duration of events (measured as 
event days) is another key indicator of 
market demand. In this segment, 
events range between 1 and 7 days 
with an average of 2.9 days for the 
entire category during 2015.

Average ticket prices for this category 
are at AED 296/- resulting in 
transaction values averaging at 
nearly AED 950/- per purchase. 
Entertainment events are able to 
command a higher price than other 
categories, reflective of strong 
consumer willingness to spend on 
events across all genres within this 
segment.

** Undisclosed data fields (age is 
optional) or invalid data entries have 
been excluded from the analyses – all 
age data is reflective of purchasers and 
not of attendees 

* All data is reflective only of purchasers and transactions conducted online. This 
excludes box office sales. Also, invalid data sets have been grouped under ‘Others’ to 
avoid misrepresentation of any specific nationality category 

Entertainment events span a variety of genres, not just concerts 
and live performances but also interactive stage shows like 
comedy acts.

Distinct sub-types covered in this study for 2015 include DJ 
Events, World Music (international and regional talent 
performances), Musical Shows (incl. dance troupes), Rock/Pop, 
Jazz/Blues, and Stand-up Comedy with Others that are 
consolidated under a common category.

Nearly 60% of the ticket sales are covered in the top 3 genres 
indicating the mass demand for these types of entertainment 
events.

Average volume of ticket sales and average revenues by event 
type are good indicators of the potential for specific event 
types, and also reflective of the events that have a greater 
untapped potential for more to be added. 

In the Entertainment category, 2015 was dominated by 
mid-size events with 82% having a capacity of below 1,000 
attendees. Consequently, the average event size in a given day 
across the segment landed at 470 tickets. 

That said, larger scale events (1,000+) show a high turnover 
(80% of total revenue) and present an opportunity for 
organisers to explore further. 

TOP NATIONALITIES*

EVENT SIZE | by Number of Events vs Revenue

Dots size indicates revenues 
(from ticket sales)

Average Event Size:  
470 Attendees

AVERAGE  
TICKET PRICE

296 AED

AVERAGE PER 
TRANSACTION

3.2 TICKETS

OVERVIEW

AGE/DEMOGRAPHIC TICKET SALES

In general, online ticket purchasers are broadly diversified across nationalities albeit 
consumers from the UK show a much stronger preference for this mode of transaction, 
potentially reflective of a greater historic comfort with electronic payment mechanisms. 

Over 94% of all transactions were fulfilled in the UAE, either by residents or 
international travellers to Dubai during the period. In that context, it is important that 
event marketing campaigns mainly focus on attracting UAE residents and international 
visitors already in Dubai. Of the international transactions, 43% were from KSA - mainly 
Saudi Nationals, while overall, expat communities across the region account for 10-15% 
of the international ticket buyers.

LEAD TIME

20%

30%

10%

0- 
100

101- 
200

201- 
500

501- 
1,000

1,001- 
5,000

5,001-
10,000

10,001+

Value Ticket 

95%
Complimentary Ticket

5%

EVENT TYPE |  by Number of Tickets

DJ Event

World 
Music

Musical

Rock/Pop

Jazz/Blues

Comedy

Others
20%

19%

19%

13%

6%
5%

18%

EVENT INFORMATION

15%

33%

20%

18%

11%

2%
1%

1%

2%
4MM

41% 

78MM

14%
27MM

25%
47MM

8% 
14MM

9% 
17MM

COUNTRY OF PURCHASE

UK

UAE

Pakistan

KSA

India

US 1%
Lebanon 1%
Canada 2%
Egypt 2%
Philippines 2%

OTHERS 
50%

50%
17%

9%7%

5%

4%

SALES CHANNEL

UNDER  
25

26-34

35-44

45+

17%

28%

44%

11%
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65,579

116,585

182,164

320,609

335,182

371,615

437,194

495,487

582,926

655,792

728,660

week 5 week 5

EVENT DAY

UAE

GCC

Other CountriesOverall
Number of 
tickets sold

Online

Box Office

SALES CHANNEL

55%

45%ONLINE

BOX OFFICE

International tourists typically make their event purchases 
between 2-5 weeks ahead of the event, potentially aligned 
with their travel bookings to Dubai. The domestic market 
shows a steady ramp-up in volumes leading into the event 
with a spike in purchases within 3 days of the show.

Ticket purchases made well in advance of the event are 
generally online while box office dominates the later 
bookings unless it is an international purchase which is 
entirely online. Reflective of very short lead times for 
decision making to attend events in general, 56% of 
Entertainment tickets sold in 2015 were issued in the final 
week leading up to the event.

Online transactions are gaining in 
prominence with internet penetration 
across the near region among the highest 
globally, and the market getting more 
confident with the security of electronic 
payment systems. 

However, traditional box office purchases 
continue to lead in volume of transactions, 
accounting for 55% of the Entertainment 
event tickets sold last year. This behaviour 
provides an opportunity to drive impulse 
purchase, influencing higher event 
attendance at point of sale in locations 
frequented by residents and tourists 
– particularly closer to event date.

AGE**

1.1MM

1312

CRICKET

TENNIS

RUGBY

Variances by Nationality 

Sporting events have a strong nationality 
skew driven by home country strength in a 
sport or the appeal of the sporting 
personalities in the draw within a 
demographic. For team sports in particular, 
note that in addition to high transaction 
volumes, attendees’ willingness to pay a 
premium relative to average ticket prices 
is directly correlated to their home team’s 
performance in the particular event.

Targeting Country of Purchase

Across categories, overseas purchases are 
higher on average ticket value than tickets 
sold in the UAE. Variances range from 2-3 
times depending on the market’s affinity to 
a specific sport, and is also driven by 
advance bookings for more critical games 
in the tournament and premium seating. 
Within the region however, pricing levels 
for sporting events are similar to the UAE 
– in contrast to other event categories.

Country of Purchase Comparative Price 
to Average

1 UAE

2 UK

3 India

Country of Purchase Comparative Price 
to Average

1 UAE

2 UK

3 India

Country of Purchase Comparative Price 
to Average

1 UAE

2 UK

3 KSA

Nationality Comparative Price 
to Average

1 Pakistan

2 India

3 UK

Nationality Comparative Price 
to Average

1 UK

2 India

3 US

Nationality Comparative Price 
to Average

1 UK

2 Australia

3 US

SPORTS EVENTS
SPEND COMPARISON

BY TICKET REVENUE
1. Dubai Rugby Sevens
2. Dubai ATP Tennis Tour
3. Pakistan vs England Cricket
4. DWTA 15
5. IPTL
6. DDF Darts Masters
7. Glory 20 Dubai
8. Masters of Dirt
9. PBA Governor’s Cup
10. Global Fighting Championship 

TOP EVENTS

TICKETS SOLD 
1. Pakistan vs England Cricket
2. Dubai Rugby Sevens
3. Dubai World Cup 2015
4. Dubai ATP Tennis Tour 
5. DWTA15
6. IPTL
7. Masters of Dirt
8. Gulf Bike Week
9. PBA Philippines Cup
10. PBA Governor’s Cup

Correlation between Scale and Revenues 

Although scale of events has a positive 
correlation with the total overall revenue 
generated by the event, sporting events 
also have specialised sub-segments that 
deliver to a niche audience and have a 
premium positioning – i.e. not as mass in 
volume but much higher average rates. 
This is reflected in the fact that there are 
a few events which have record high 
attendance but are not among the highest 
grossers on the chart.

0
AED

70
AED

600 
AED

700 
AED

Published Ticket Price (Min/Max)

Published Ticket Price (Min/Max)

Published Ticket Price (Min/Max)

Note: Horse Racing and Golf events have not been included in the revenue side analysis due to lack of availability 
of ticket data for the period 

50
AED

400 
AED

98

DJ EVENTS

BY TICKET REVENUE TICKETS SOLD 

WORLD MUSIC

ROCK/POP

1. One Direction
2. Dubai Jazz Festival
3. Disney on Ice
4. Michael Bublé Live
5. Drake Live in Concert
6. Redfest DXB
7. The Illusionists 1903
8. Ed Sheeran
9. Mama Mia
10. New Year in Atlantis

1. Disney on Ice
2. One Direction
3. Dubai Jazz Festival
4. Redfest DXB
5. Mama Mia
6. Michael Bublé Live
7. DSF Arabic Concerts 
8. The Illusionists 1903
9. Ed Sheeran
10. Drake Live in Concert

TOP EVENTS

SPEND COMPARISON

Correlation between Scale and Revenues 

There is a strong correlation between the 
number of event attendees and potential 
revenue generations for this category of 
events. This is evident in that 9 out of the 
top 10 Entertainment events by volume of 
ticket sales during 2015 are also in the top 
grossers list for the same period. Demand 
is not only able to drive scale but also at a 
premium, consequently yielding higher 
returns for the industry – all of which is 
reflected in the dominance of large-scale 
entertainment events.

Country of Purchase Comparative Price 
to Average

1 UAE

2 KSA

3 Kuwait

Country of Purchase Comparative Price 
to Average

1 UAE

2 KSA

3 UK

Country of Purchase Comparative Price 
to Average

1 UAE

2 UK

3 KSA

Nationality Comparative Price 
to Average

1 UK

2 India

3 Pakistan

Nationality Comparative Price 
to Average

1 India

2 UK

3 Pakistan

Nationality Comparative Price 
to Average

1 India

2 UK

3 Philippines

240 
AED

147 
AED

372 
AED

Average Price 

Average Price 

Average Price 

Variances by Nationality 

Based on a specific segments’ affinity to 
an event type, there is a significant 
variance observed in the average 
willingness to pay – either for more 
premium tickets, or for exclusive events 
commanding a higher ticket price – 
ranging from 30% to nearly 2.5 times,  
within just the top 3 nationalities of 
purchasers. This indicates potential for 
organisers to address such latent demand 
with more events within a specific genre.

Targeting Country of Purchase

Genres within Entertainment events can 
have a stronger appeal to some markets, 
driving higher international ticket 
purchases. For example, regional markets 
are a highly-targeted audience for Arabic 
concerts that can be a key driver of their 
decision to visit Dubai. In such cases, the 
willingness to pay within these markets 
could be as high as 3 times the pricing in 
the UAE market. Similar variances are 
observed across event sub-types.

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

* All data is reflective only of purchasers and transactions conducted online. This excludes box 
office sales. Also, invalid data sets have been grouped under ‘Others’ to avoid 
misrepresentation of any specific nationality category

1514

Design Fair

Book Fair

Folk
Dancing

Ballet
Dancing

TOP NATIONALITIES*

Although the interest in Culture and Fine Arts events is wide spread across 
nationalities, the Subcontinent (India and Pakistan) dominate the attendance with 
nearly 33% of online ticket sales attributable to this audience segment. The statistics 
largely reflect the dominance of events linked to ethnic festivities specific to these 
markets. 

Almost 98% of all online transactions were fulfilled in the UAE, indicating focus on 
domestic engagement. There is potential to increase international attendees by 
featuring exclusive global shows in performance theatres or specialised venues. – e.g. 
Dubai Opera. 

It is important to note that while nationals in GCC countries dominate the ticket 
purchase from overseas markets, expat communities across the region account for 
10-15% of the total international ticket buyers. 

SALES CHANNEL

53%

47%ONLINE

BOX OFFICE

This category enjoys a more balanced 
representation between both methods of 
purchase in comparison with other event 
types. 47% of transactions in 2015 were 
fulfilled via online channels. This is 
reflective of larger groups (families and/or 
friends) needing multiple tickets and the 
convenience of being able to reserve in 
advance. 

Meanwhile, traditional box office channels 
remain a high sales volume generator 
mirroring the need to continue in-city 
marketing campaigns targeting last 
minute bookings by both UAE residents 
and international travellers already in 
Dubai. 

AGE**CULTURAL EVENTS

Note: Analysis on ticket price and revenue along with age/demographic, lead time, sales channel, spend 
comparison and top events is not available for Art Fair and Design events in 2015.

EVENT SIZE | by Number of Events vs Revenue

Dots size indicates revenues 
(from ticket sales)

Average Event Size:  
1,087 Attendees

OVERVIEW

20%

30%

10%

EVENT TYPE |  by Number of Tickets
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EVENT DAY
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In addition to the low (2%) international purchases for events 
in this category, findings also seem to indicate that for some 
of these tourists, mainly GCC Nationals, these are last minute 
impulse buys rather than pre-planned ones. 

The dominant resident market, naturally mirrors the advance 
booking trends, indicating the need to actively promote 
domestically well over a month in advance of the event.

Nearly half the ticket purchases for Cultural and Fine Art 
related events are made 2 weeks or more in advance of the 
showing, with Week 2 purchases alone dominating at around 
22% of the overall volume. Both online and traditional 
outlets are equally effective channels and well balanced in 
mix, irrespective of the lead time.

Within the Culture and Fine Arts category, events range from 
classical to modern performances specific to an ethnicity, 
nationality or cultural music/dance form, through to literature, 
poetry and art. 

The specific sub-types in 2015 include: Cultural Festivals that 
dominate the mix; Art Fairs catering for a variety of tastes; 
Design Fairs embodying numerous concepts; Book Fairs 
covering all literary events; Folk representing all ethnic 
programmes; and Ballet that spans both traditional and modern/ 
fusion impressions - as the main genres - with several others 
grouped under Others due to smaller volumes in each.

Positioned between the large-scale sporting events and the 
mid-scale entertainment events, Culture and Fine Arts 
captures on average 1,000+ tickets per event with 25% of all 
events having between 1,000 to 5,000 attendees. 
From a revenue share perspective, the 2% mega events 
(1,000+) contribute to around 13% of the total sales reflecting a 
strong market desire to attend well-established world class 
shows ranging from International Ballets to Literary Festivals. 

Additionally, the strong attendance and ticket sales for smaller 
events (201-500) creates a market-wide opportunity to grow 
the niche events with exclusive content in the future.

LEAD TIME

COUNTRY OF PURCHASESALES CHANNEL

NUMBER OF  
TICKETS FOR EVENTS

188,270

AVERAGE  
TICKET PRICE

110 AED

AVERAGE PER 
TRANSACTION

4 TICKETS

Value Ticket 

92%
Complimentary Ticket

8%

2015 saw 75 events hosted at various 
venues in Dubai within the Culture 
and Fine Arts category. The growing 
demand for this genre of events has 
resulted in the development of new 
specialised venue infrastructure like 
the Dubai Opera opening in 2016. 
Events in this category span a wide 
range of genres from multi-day 
festivals to one-day performances 
resulting in an average of 2 days for 
the entire segment during 2015. 
Pricing varies across a small number 
of premium events to a much larger 
volume of affordable events with 
mass market appeal, considerably 
driving down average unit ticket price 
within this segment. Given the wide 
community participation generated 
by these events, this category sees on 
average 4 tickets per transaction, 
which is up to twice that of any other 
event category.
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** Undisclosed data fields (age is 
optional) or invalid data entries have 
been excluded from the analyses – all 
age data is reflective of purchasers and 
not of attendees 
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